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OS2IoT

This is the documentation of OS2iot. General information about what problem this tries to solve is available at the OS2
website here (in danish).
This source-code is hosted on Github: https://github.com/OS2iot/
If you want to try out the project using docker-compose then see the installation guide.
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ONE

USERS’ NOTES

This page is meant to serve as useful information for users of the system.

1.1 Default passwords
These passwords are the default, and should be changed in the respective systems.
System
OS2iot
OS2iot-postgres
Chirpstack
Chirpstack-postgres (Network server)
Chirpstack-postgres (Application server)

Username
global-admin@os2iot.dk
os2iot
admin
chirpstack_ns
chirpstack_as

Password
hunter2
toi2so
admin
chirpstack_ns
chirpstack_as

1.2 How to change chirpstacks admin password
1.2.1 Step-by-step:
1. Log in to the ChirpStack Application Server web interface using the default credentials
2. Change the password of the admin user under: ‘All users’ -> ‘admin’ -> ‘Change Password’
In previous versions of ChirpStack Application Server it wasn’t possible to change the admin user password through
the UI, but since v.3.13.0 this as worked as expected.
Alternatively the Admin user can removed and replaced by another user entirely. This requires changing the user
name that OS2iot-backend uses: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-backend/blob/master/src/services/chirpstack/
jwt-token.ts#L17
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CHAPTER

TWO

MAINTENANCE GUIDE

2.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to enable the maintainers of this project to develop changes for the solution.

2.2 Development
2.2.1 Configuration of developer machine
The following should be installed in order to develop on OS2iot. It is assumed a Windows laptop is used.
1. Docker Desktop
2. Visual Studio Code with the following extensions:
a. ESLint
b. Npm
c. Jest
d. Prettier
3. Pgadmin
4. Git/Git Extensions/Sourcetree/Sublime Merge
Mac: In order to run os2iot-backend outside docker and connect to docker (run it via vs code) one must follow the steps
below:
• Add docker to hosts on mac
• Run: sudo vim /etc/hosts
• In vim type i to insert
• Add line with ip and hosts.docker.internal e.g. 127.0.0.1 hosts.docker.internal
• type: esc :wq to save and exit
• start os2iot-backend in vs code via the terminal: npm run start
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2.2.2 Source Code
Github is used to store the source code for the OS2iot project. It uses the following repositories:
• OS2IoT-frontend: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-frontend
• OS2IoT-backend: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-backend
• OS2IoT-docker: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-docker

2.2.3 Requirements
• Docker – sign up for an account and download docker at https://docs.docker.com/get-docker/
• NodeJS – download the latest version at https://nodejs.org/en/
• PGAdmin – download at https://www.pgadmin.org/download/

2.2.4 Setup developement
To setup your dev environment please follow these instructions:
1. Get the solution from Github. Clone the OS2IoT-docker, OS2IoT-backend, and OS2IoT-frontend.
2. Install typescript and angular globally on your computer. a. Angular 9 – install by open terminal and type npm
install -g @angular/cli b. Typescript – install by open terminal and type npm install -g typescript
3. For OS2IoT-frontend install dependencies and start a. Navigate terminal to the OS2IoT-frontend folder and type
npm install
4. For OS2IoT-backend install dependencies and start a. Navigate terminal to the OS2IoT-backend folder and type
npm install
Starting dependencies for development
1. (windows) Add os2iot-docker to file share in docker
a. Open Docker Desktop -> Settings -> Resources -> FILE SHARING -> add os2iot-docker as shared folder.
2. Open terminal and go to path of OS2IoT-docker and write
docker-compose up chirpstack-network-server postgresql chirpstack-gateway-bridge␣
˓→chirpstack-application-server os2iot-outbound-mosquitto mosquitto redis os2iot˓→inbound-mosquitto os2iot-kafka os2iot-postgresql os2iot-zookeeper
3. To quit: In your terminal you can press Ctrl + C twice. This will safely shut down docker.
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Troubleshooting
For troubleshooting help see the installation guide.

2.2.5 Starting the frontend and backend for development
1. Open the OS2IoT-frontend in visual studio code and start angular using: npm start
2. Open the OS2IoT-backend in another instance of visual studio code and start it using npm start
Database
To access the database, using PGAdmin is recommended. The default credential can be seen in Users Notes.

2.2.6 Map
OS2IoT maps are running on the Leafletjs framework: https://leafletjs.com/. The tiles are current presented using
OpenStreetMap: https://www.openstreetmap.org.
The tiles can be changed by following the steps listed below:
1. Find “map.component.ts” in the frontend project
2. Within the initMap() method, replace L.tileLayer(’https://{s}.tile.openstreetmap.org/{z}/{x}/{y}.png’) with the
desired tiles
a. Make sure you also change the attribution attribute.
Note that the solution must be deployed before the changes takes presence.
Debugging
Debugging the frontend
Use the debugger for chrome plugin to enable debugging in Chrome, follow the upto-date instruction in their readme.
Debugging the backend
Use the built in debugging, after launching using the launch.json configuration.

2.2.7 Branching strategy
OS2IoT uses git and GitFlow https://datasift.github.io/gitflow/IntroducingGitFlow.html for source code version control.

2.2. Development
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Naming Convention of branches
Naming feature branches follows standard: feature/branch-name, i.e. feature/IOT-1337.
Naming the hotfix branches follows standard: hotfix/branch-name, i.e. hotfix/IOT-1337.
Format of commit message
A commit must follow the format: [Story ID]: Message. For example: “IOT-1337: Update CreateUserDto to validate
birthdays”
By starting commit messages with [Story ID], traceability is obtained from the code and to the case.

2.3 Tools
2.3.1 Chirpstack
Chirpstack is bundled as part of OS2IoT-docker.
The Chirpstack API documentation will be exposed at http://localhost:8080/api . More information can be found at
https://www.chirpstack.io/application-server/integrate/rest/
For installation configuration of Chirpstack see: https://www.chirpstack.io/application-server/install/config/

2.4 Migrations
This project is using TypeORM migrations when changes are applied to the database. This is recommended by TypeORM when the project is used for production.

2.4.1 Generate migrations
If you modify or adds an entity (or more than one entity) and/or relationships you then need to generate a migration.
In the console you write: npm run generate-migration <your name of the migration>. Then a migration
file will be created in a migration folder. The folder path is specified in ormconfig.json. A timestamp will be added
to the name to indicate when the migration has been generated. If no changes have been made to the entity classes, no
migrations are generated.

2.4.2 Run migrations
When the project is starting, a new command will be called automatically. This happens every time you run the program
because of a prestart script. The command is run-migrations which runs all the pending generated migrations in
the Migrations folder, starting from the oldest migration. In the pending migrations, the up block will be executed. If
there are no pending migrations then no migrations will be run.
It will happen in both debug and prod mode.
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2.4.3 Revert migration
If you want to revert a migration later, you can write npm run typeorm migration:revert. Then the latest executed
migration will be reverted. What happens is that the down block in the latest executed migration will be run. You can
continue to do this until you reach the desired migration. The generated migrations will not be deleted when you are
reverting so when you run the project again, the migrations will be run with the up block unless you manually deletes
them.

2.4.4 Show migration
If you are in doubt which migrations has been run, then you have the possibility to write npm run typeorm
migration:show in the console. Then the migrations will be shown in the console, and if [X] is marked at a migration it means that it has been run. Otherwise it will be an empty [] which means that is has NOT been run.

2.5 Maintaining the docs
To update the documentation, i.e. these pages you are reading now, you must edit the OS2IoT-docs Git repository:
https://github.com/OS2iot/Os2iot-docs
The documentation is written in reStructuredText, see https://docutils.sourceforge.io/rst.html for an intro.

2.5.1 Building locally
1. Make sure that you have Python installed, and that it is available in PATH
2. Run: pip install -r requirements.txt
3. Run: make html to generate the docs once or sphinx-autobuild source build to rebuild contentiously.
a. The generated documentation can be found in /build/html/index.html or on the link shown in the CLI if using
sphinx-autobuild
4. For spelling check you can install “Code Spell Checker” assuming that you run Visual Code.
ReadTheDocs will automatically pull changes pushed to the master branch and build it.

2.5. Maintaining the docs
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CHAPTER

THREE

INSTALLATION GUIDE

3.1 Purpose
This page is intended for audiences who wants to run OS2iot on their own machine to test it out, or deploy to a server
for a production environment.

3.2 Running locally using docker-compose
3.2.1 Prerequisites
1. docker version version 19.03.13 (or above)
2. docker-compose version 1.27.4 (or above)

3.2.2 Configuration
1. If the application needs to be accessable from non-localhost machines then modify the environment.prod.ts
file in OS2IoT-frontend/src/environments folder.
a. This changes the location the frontend accesses the backend on, so this URL should be the way another
computer would reach the computer running docker-compose.
2. If callbacks from Sigfox is required then the backend needs to know what URL to configure Sigfox to callback
to.
a. This is done by setting the environment variable BACKEND_BASEURL in the runtime environment for the
backend.
b. In docker-compose this can be set in the docker-compose.yml file.
i. I.e. BACKEND_BASEURL: "https://os2iot.dk"
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3.2.3 Steps
1. Clone the three repositories into the same folder, such that the structure is as follows:
a. OS2IoT
OS2IoT-backend (https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-backend)
OS2IoT-docker (https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-docker)
OS2IoT-frontend (https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-frontend)
2. Make sure that Chirpstacks configuration files for initializing the postgres database is in unix format, such that
the docker container can run it
a. This can be done with dos2unix or another tool
dos2unix OS2IoT-docker/configuration/postgresql/initdb/001-init˓→chirpstack_ns.sh OS2IoT-docker/configuration/postgresql/initdb/002˓→init-chirpstack_as.sh OS2IoT-docker/configuration/postgresql/initdb/
˓→003-chirpstack_as_trgm.sh OS2IoT-docker/configuration/postgresql/
˓→initdb/004-chirpstack_as_hstore.sh
3. Build the docker containers using docker-compose
a. navigate to the OS2IoT-docker folder in your terminal
b. Run docker-compose build
4. Run the docker containers using docker-compose
a. Run docker-compose run
1. Use the -d flag to start it in the background.
5. Access the frontend on http://localhost:8081/auth’
6. If this instance of OS2IoT should be accessible from other machines, then naturally the relevant ports should be
opened in the firewall(s).
a. Relevant ports:
i. Frontend: 8081
ii. Backend: 3000
iii. Chirpstack Application Server: 8080
iv. Chirpstack Gateway (UDP from gateways to Chirpstack): 1700

3.2.4 Troubleshooting
Error: Issue connecting to Chirpstacks PostgreSQL.
Fix: Goto os2iot-docker in your a terminal
• Run: docker volume ls
Located the image name os2iot-docker_postgresqldata and delete it by running:
• docker-compose down
• docker volume rm os2iot-docker_postgresqldata
Add os2iot-docker to docker files share (Described in the quick setup). Once the path is added run:
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• docker-compose up
More docker related troubleshooting can be found at: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-docker#troubleshooting-faq

3.3 Running in Kubernetes
During the development of OS2IoT, Azure was used for hosting the solution.
Helm was used for configuration, the Helm charts used can be found in the OS2IoT-docker/helm folder.

3.3.1 Disclaimer
This configuration is not intended for a production setup. There is no persistent volumes for the database(s), Redis,
Kafka etc. so data will not be persisted when using this configuration. There is no log gathering in this setup. These
should at least be resolved before deploying OS2iot in a production setup.

3.3.2 Setting up an environment
During development the following was used:
1. Azure AKS to run Kubernetes.
2. Azure ACR to hold our docker images.
3. Azure DNS to manage DNS.
4. Azure Load balancer to load balancing the traffic to Azure AKS.
a. Both TCP (HTTP) traffic for web-browsers, and HTTP callbacks.
b. . . . and UDP traffic to chirpstack-gateway-bridge on port 1700 in a separate loadbalancer.
5. Azure VM to host Jenkins.
The exact steps will depend on the requirements for the exact deployment, and therefore it is left as an exercise for the
reader.

3.3.3 Deployment
Jenkins was used for deployment, the deploy used the following shell script to perform the deploy. Sensitive information
have been redacted.
#!/bin/sh
set -xe
az login --service-principal --username redacted --password redacted --tenant redacted
az acr login --name os2iot
# Build containers
sed -i "s/baseUrl: 'http:\/\/localhost:3000\/api\/v1\/'/baseUrl: 'https:\/\/${namespace}˓→os2iot-backend.os2iot.dk\/api\/v1\/'/" OS2IoT-frontend/src/environments/environment.
˓→prod.ts
# Replace BACKEND_BASEURL for backend:
sed -i "s/'https:\/\/test-os2iot-backend.os2iot.dk'/'https:\/\/${namespace}-os2iot˓→backend.os2iot.dk'/" OS2IoT-docker/helm/charts/os2iot-backend/templates/deployment.yaml

(continues on next page)

3.3. Running in Kubernetes
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(continued from previous page)

if $USE_DOCKER_BUILD_CACHE; then export OPTIONAL_ARGS=""; else export OPTIONAL_ARGS="-˓→no-cache"; fi
docker build $OPTIONAL_ARGS -t os2iot-backend:${BUILD_NUMBER} ./OS2IoT-backend
docker build $OPTIONAL_ARGS -t os2iot-frontend:${BUILD_NUMBER} -f ./OS2IoT-frontend/
˓→Dockerfile-prod ./OS2IoT-frontend
# Tag and push to ACR
docker tag os2iot-backend:${BUILD_NUMBER} os2iot.azurecr.io/os2iot-backend:${BUILD_
˓→NUMBER}
docker push os2iot.azurecr.io/os2iot-backend:${BUILD_NUMBER}
docker tag os2iot-frontend:${BUILD_NUMBER} os2iot.azurecr.io/os2iot-frontend:${BUILD_
˓→NUMBER}
docker push os2iot.azurecr.io/os2iot-frontend:${BUILD_NUMBER}
# Setup right private key for KOMBIT
if [ "${namespace}" = "test" ]; then export PRIVATEKEY="-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----\nM˓→REDACTEDoP\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----"; fi
if [ "${namespace}" = "demo" ]; then export PRIVATEKEY="-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----\nM˓→REDACTEDoP\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----"; fi
if [ "${namespace}" = "test" ]; then export ENTRYPOINT="https://adgangsstyring.
˓→eksterntest-stoettesystemerne.dk/runtime/saml2/issue.idp"; fi
if [ "${namespace}" = "demo" ]; then export ENTRYPOINT="https://adgangsstyring.
˓→stoettesystemerne.dk/runtime/saml2/issue.idp"; fi
# Create namespace or not
NOT_EXISTS=`kubectl get po -n ${namespace} 2>&1 | grep "No resources" | wc -l`
if [ "$NOT_EXISTS" = "1" ]; then kubectl create namespace ${namespace}; fi
# Helm deploy
cat <<EOT >> OS2IoT-docker/helm/values.yaml
os2iot-backend:
DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG: $BUILD_NUMBER
KOMBIT_CERTIFICATEPRIVATEKEY: '$PRIVATEKEY'
KOMBIT_ENTRYPOINT: '$ENTRYPOINT'
os2iot-frontend:
DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG: $BUILD_NUMBER
EOT
helm upgrade --install os2iot ./OS2IoT-docker/helm --namespace ${namespace}
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3.4 Configuration
3.4.1 OS2IoT-backend
OS2IoT-backend takes several environment variables as configuration, if these are not set a default will be used.

3.4. Configuration
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Environment
Purpose
variable
PORT
Port to run the backend on.
DATABASE_HOSTNAME
Hostname to connect to Postgresql on
DATABASE_PORT Port to connect to Postgresql on
DATABASE_USERNAME
Username for Postgresql
DATABASE_PASSWORD
Password for Postgresql
DATABASE_ENABLE_SSL
Enable SSL for database connection
JWT_SECRET
Secret value to sign JWT (THIS SHOULD BE
CHANGED!)
JWT_EXPIRESIN Time to expiry for the JWT tokens used
BACKURL for external services to connect to the
END_BASEURL backend (THIS SHOULD BE CHANGED!)
FRONURL for the frontend, used when buildTEND_BASEURL ing email links (THIS SHOULD BE
CHANGED!)
EMAIL_HOST
URL for the SMTP server, used when sending
emails (THIS SHOULD BE CHANGED!)
EMAIL_PORT
Port for the email server, used when sending
emails (THIS SHOULD BE CHANGED!)
EMAIL_USER
Username for email server authentification,
used when sending emails (THIS SHOULD
BE CHANGED!)
EMAIL_PASS
Password for email server authentification,
used when sending emails (THIS SHOULD
BE CHANGED!)
EMAIL_FROM
Email sender address. Either a plain address
or a display name and the address (CHANGE
IT!)
KOMThe context broker URL for KOMBIT
BIT_ENTRYPOINT adgangsstyring
KOMThe certificate private key for KOMBIT
BIT_CERTIFICATEPRIVATEKEY
adgangsstyring
KOMPublic certificate from the KOMBIT idp for
BIT_CERTIFICATEPUBLICKEY
verifying SAML response
KOMThis string must be a substring of the brugerBIT_ROLE_NAME systemrolle you grant users for them to be
given access
CHIRPSecret to generate JWT for Chirpstack
STACK_JWTSECRET
LOG_LEVEL
Minimum Log Level. Levels ordered from
high to low are: ‘log’, ‘error’, ‘warn’, ‘debug’,
‘verbose’
METAMaximum number of message metadata to
DATA_SAVED_COUNT
store from an IoT device
DEHow many days back to fetch IoT device statisVICE_STATS_INTERVAL_IN_DAYS
tics
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Default value
3000
host.docker.internal
5433
os2iot
toi2so
false
secretKey-os2iot-secretKey
9h
https://test-os2iot-backend.
os2iot.dk
http://localhost:8081

"smtp.ethereal.email"
587
"ara.kertzmann8@ethereal.email"

"KzRSyYReEygpFPPZdd"

"OS2iot ara.kertzmann8@ethereal.
email"
https://adgangsstyring.
eksterntest-stoettesystemerne.
dk/runtime/saml2/issue.idp
null
"INSERT_KOMBIT_CERT"
http://os2iot.dk/roles/
usersystemrole/adgang/
verysecret
debug

20
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Logs levels
Specifying a LOG_LEVEL makes sure that only logs with that level or higher are included. Using ‘debug’ or ‘verbose’
LOG_LEVEL in a production environment is not recommended.

3.4.2 OS2IoT-frontend
The frontend can also be configured using environment variables. If these are not set a default will be used. Defaults
are set in OS2IoT-frontend/src/environments/environment.ts
Environment
variable
PRODUCTION
BASE_URL

Purpose

Default value

If true, then Angular is set in production mode, disabling debugging
features
The Url which users will connect to the backend from. This must be
changed for the system to work externally

false

TADefault page size of tables
BLE_PAGE_SIZE

3.4. Configuration

http://
localhost:3000/
api/v1/
25
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CHAPTER

FOUR

PROGRAMMING GUIDELINES

4.1 Introduction
This document describes the programming guidelines and procedures for the solution.
The guidelines and procedures will ensure a uniform code base, which is easy to understand and maintain and thus is
easy to transition to another vendor should the customer wish to do so. Both the specific standards for writing code
and the more general procedures that apply to the development process, are described in this document.

4.2 Code standards
4.2.1 Naming conventions
The codebase should follow the same naming conventions as the TypeScript project itself: https://github.com/
Microsoft/TypeScript/wiki/Coding-guidelines#names.

4.2.2 Form and style
• Each logical component is in its own file.
• Indentation is 4 spaces
• Lines should be broken if they exceed 160 characters
• Only have one declaration pr. Line

4.2.3 Structure of Source folder
The project is separated into three git repositories to separate concerns between the front-end, the back-end, and the
container orchestration using docker.
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Front-end
Angular 9 is used for the frontend. The file structure described in the Angular documentation will be used. This can
be seen here: https://angular.io/guide/file-structure
• The app folder contains projects’ logic and data
• A shared folder will contain shared components
• Pages are divided into separate folders (modules)
• Page elements are divided into components either placed in the module/folder of the page or in the shared folder
• Services are placed at the logical level where they are used. Shared services are located higher up in the tree
structure
Back-end
The structure is similar to the one described here:
https://softwareontheroad.com/ideal-nodejs-project-structure/
Some of the important parts are:
• Separate business logic from the controllers
• Separate test code from production code
Docker
In the root directory is the docker-compose file. In the configuration folder, there is another folder for each part of the
project, in which their respective configuration options.
This organization is modelled after the setup ChirpStack1 uses.

4.2.4 Patterns and heuristics
• Avoid using the “any” type, if at possible
• Use functional constructions such as map and filter over imperative loops.
• Functions should only be at one level of abstractions (split up to ease testing)
• Avoid side-effects (make functions pure, such that they are easier to test)
• Keep functions short and to the point, have them do one thing.
• Try to avoid comments. They tend to get outdated and will end up causing more confusion the good. Consider
rewriting the code and use the variables and functions to express the same sentiment.
• Do not commit dead code, and do not commit commented out code.
1
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4.2.5 Code analysis
ESLint is used to lint the code an ensure that the developers follow best practices.
SIG is used to weekly evaluate code-quality: https://www.softwareimprovementgroup.com/

4.3 Front-end – Programming standards
The frontend code is written in TypeScript2 (Angular 9). In the project ESLint3 is setup to lint the code for preventable
and/or syntax related errors. To keep code formatting consistent Prettier4 is used to format the code. We try to follow
the do’s and don’ts of TypeScript (https://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/handbook/declaration-files/do-s-and-don-ts.
html). For more examples of keeping the code clean see: https://labs42io.github.io/clean-code-typescript/
Testing will primarily be done manually in the frontend.

4.4 Back-end – Programming standards
The backend code is written in TypeScript. In the project ESLint will be setup to lint the code for common, machine
fixable mistakes. To keep code formatting consistent Prettier4 is used to format the code. We try to follow the do’s
and don’ts of TypeScript (https://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/handbook/declaration-files/do-s-and-don-ts.html). For
more examples of keeping the code clean see: https://labs42io.github.io/clean-code-typescript/
To connect to the database TypeORM5 is used, and the “Data Mapper” pattern for all our queries. The datebase schema
is determined code-first, and use TypeORM database migrations to change it.
For testing Jest is used. The primary method of testing is integration tests, which make sure that the API is acting
accordingly.
To minimize differences between how the code runs on each pc, docker is used for each part, and docker-compose to
combine the containers.

2
3
4
5
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4.3. Front-end – Programming standards
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CHAPTER

FIVE

USER INTERFACE DESIGN

The following section describes the user interface for the OS2IoT solution. How it will look and function, and how the
flow between different pages will be.
The project will manage and surveil IoT devices for the users of OS2IoT. The purpose is to make a user friendly user
interface where the users can perform the action necessary in connection with setting up, monitoring and managing
IoT devices.
The target audience is developers, who are to implement the solution, the customer who has to approve the design and
testers, who are to test the solution.

5.1 Dependencies
• The layouts, and components are developed with the help of Bootstrap 4.5. Please see the documentation on
https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.5/getting-started/introduction/

5.2 Page Structure
This describes how the structure of the page is designed.

5.2.1 Page Layouts
A limited list of page layouts will be used. This will ensure that the OS2IoT continuously follows a consistent design
and layout, that adheres to the design requirements specified by Erhvervsstyrelsen. The following sections will describe
the layouts used on the OS2IoT. The areas on each page template define different areas to which content can be added.
Notice that for mobile devices, the areas will be stacked on top of each other, and the ordering of which the area will
be stacked is documented in each section.
All layout is aquired with a navigation bar on the left and a Top-menu bar as a easy access to actions required on the
page. The background color of the page is set to be #e5e5e5.
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Boxed Full Width Layout

The Boxed Full Width template will use the entire full with of a browsers viewport, and the content is only boxed in
with at .container-fluid class from Bootstrap, which is a width with 100% at all breakpoints.
<div class="container-fluid">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-12">
<div class="jumbotron">Details Content</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>

24
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Boxed Feature width Layout

The Boxed Feature Width template is similar to the Boxed Full Width template. This width is contained using the grid
system from Bootstrap with extra margins on left and right, dependent on which feature box is developed. Leaving an
empty column on each side (marked in grey). On mobile devices the grid will remove the two empty columns on left
and right side, allowing the featured areas to utilize the full width of the mobile device.
<div class="container-fluid">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-md-6 d-flex align-items-stretch">
<div class="jumbotron jumbotron--m-right jumbotron--full-width">Details content
˓→</div>
</div>
<div class="col-md-6 d-flex align-items-stretch">
<div class="jumbotron jumbotron--m-left jumbotron--full-width">Feature 1</div>
</div>
</div>

5.2. Page Structure
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Boxed Form Width Layout

The Boxed Form Width template is similar to the Boxed Full Width template, but has a larger margin on the left and
right side. The Boxed feature width template will be centered with a custom class called “os2-form”
<form class="os2-form p-3 mt-4"></form>
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Feature box Layout

The Feature Box layout template is used to, if needed a stand-alone box on the whole page. Here regular Bootstrap is
required.
<div class="row">
<div class="col-xs-12 col-md-6 offset-md-3 mt-5">
<form class="p-5 jumbotron"></form> // optional to use form or a div
</div>
</div>

5.2.2 Mobile / Tablet
The mobil and tablet version is the same except the menu has been placed in a header bar in accordance with the
bootstrap best practices. https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/navbar/

5.2.3 Page Templates
Every page on the OS2IoT will be based on a page template. Each template will have a defined page layout, and a set
of placeholders (areas) to which components can be added. In this section each template used on the customer portal
is outlined along with the page layout used.
Template Name
Detail Template
Form Template
Login Template
Overview Template
List Template

5.2. Page Structure

Page Layout
Boxed Feature width Layout
Boxed Form Width Layout
Feature box Layout
Boxed Full Width Layout
Boxed Full Width Layout
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5.3 Global Design
This chapter describes the overall design, navigation principles, and general components of the OS2IoT.

5.3.1 Internationalization (i18n)
Internationalization is the process of preparing for localization. It ensures products and services can be easily translated
into local languages and cultures. It’s often shortened to i18n. Ensure that commands, buttons, and forms are easy for
each culture to understand.
In OS2IoT we have prepared and applied Internationalization, and setting danish up as the default language, and more
languages can be applied.

5.3.2 Navigation
This section describes the User’s navigation options in the System. Here, the navigation options that the User has
available are at the left of all the System’s pages via the navigation bar and a graphical overview of the System’s pages
is displayed in the form of a sitemap.
Navigation bar
The navigation bar, which will always be found at the top of all pages in the System, gives the User quick access to the
most used overviews in the System. These are shown in the tablet
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NavBar

#

Specification

1

By pressing “the logo”, the User is
navigated to the dashboard
By pressing “Users”, the User is
navigated to the user overview
By pressing “Usergroups”, the
User is navigated to the usergroup
overview
By pressing “Organizations”, the
User is navigated to the organization
29
overview
By pressing “Applications”, the
User is navigated to applications
overview

2
3
4

5.3. Global Design
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‘Sitemap’
This section describes the flow between the pages.

The flow chart above is a simplified view of the structure of the application.
When login in you’ll be welcomed with a dashboard, and you will have accessible features shown in the navigation bar.
In short you can navigate forth and back in, and you can access all first level pages at all times through the navigation
bar (see the red box)
Futhermore, to get transparency for the user to understand which are transverse or organizational filtered features the
navigation menu is divided into three topics in which they each serve an purpose:
• Administration level - Is only visible for Global Administrator and User Administrator, and is controls the read
and write rights for the members of each application
• Organization level - Is where you can add Applications, Sigfox Administration, and Device Models to a certain
organization.
• Transverse level - is where you can create cross-cutting Gateways, Payload Decoder, and LoRaWan Profiles so
all organizations can use these features or add-ons.
From the application you can futhermore add-on datatarget and IoT-devices to the newly created application, thus the
sub-box as shown on the sitemap. In order to get transparency on integrating the Sigfox Administration you first have
to get the Sigfox group and then the unit, thus the sub-box as shown on the sitemap.
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5.3.3 User Rights
It requires a certain right to be able to access certain features with the different admin and read roles.
Navigation to the system with global-admin functions is done by
1) adding a whole section for administrative use for global-admin to control the system of user, user groups
(permissions), and organizations
2) adding new organizaions to the system
3) giving admin rights (delete and edit) to everything inside the organization
4) activation of another global-admin user
Navigation to the system with application admin functions is done by
1) giving admin rights (delete and edit) to applications and Sigfox devices inside the organization
Navigation to the system with gateway admin functions is done by
1) giving admin rights (delete and edit) to gateways inside the organization
Navigation to the system with user admin functions is done by
1) adding system control of user, user groups (permissions) to the organization pane
2) giving admin rights (delete and edit) to users and user groups
Navigation to the system with read functions is done by
1) giving read rights and cannot delete or edit anything inside the organization

5.3.4 Global Search
The search box is placed in the top right corner in the top bar menu. This is the only search input field in the application.
Global search is used to search across entities in OS2IoT, this is done via free text search which is activated from the
search icon in the top menu. When searching in global search, the result is not displayed as in other searches, since in
global search, several entities can be searched at the same time. The result is displayed instead on a single page where
both the data type and selected data for this data type are displayed. The following entities are searchable via global
search:
• Applications
• IoT-devices
• Gateways

5.3. Global Design
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Indexed fields for free text search
To minimize irrelevant search results, not all fields are indexed to the global search. For example, it will i.a. be possible
to seek a application on the basis of the application name, or application id, but not on e.g. the creation date, as searches
on dates would otherwise yield too many irrelevant results. The picture below shows how the search result is presented.

1) showing which icon the search has broad, separated into applications, units, and gateways,
2) which type divided into Applications, Generic Http, Lorawan, Sigfox, and Gateways,
3) showing the name,
4) showing the id,
5) showing which organization the item belongs to.

5.3.5 Help
Info boxes
Info boxes provides information about the use of a particular feature. These can be shown in to different ways:
Whereas the blue box highlights the information,

and the other one is more discrete in its expression.
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Orientation
Orientations are intended to draw the user’s attention, and to communicate information. The OS2IoT will display the
User a modal which is provided by google materials.

5.3.6 Validations
Validations are handled on the server side. When data is stored on the server side, validation of the User’s entries is
performed for each field, and together for the form. If the server side, after validating the User’s entries, finds that the
entry does not comply with the validation rules that have been set, the User will be informed that the entry is not valid.
Field Validation
When the user leaves a field that does not meet the set validation rules, the field for the user is marked in red and a
message is displayed for the User, with the criterion not met.

Validation of user actions
When the User performs an action, eg by submitting a form by pressing the Save button, the user’s action is validated
by the server side before it is performed. The User’s action is validated overall and any validation errors are presented
to the User in an overall overview, presented in a red box above the form.

5.3. Global Design
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5.3.7 Error messages
Error messages occur in various ways such as an error page.
When
work,

an
the

error occurs
OS2IoT will

in the
display

OS2IoT that
the User a

prevents the User from continuing his
page with an error message or alert.

5.3.8 Edit / delete
Handled server side. An api is called when saving, editing or deleting items.

5.3.9 Tab order & Shortcuts
The tab order will be from top to bottom and left to right in a columnal fashion for all interactive elements . See the
below image for further details.
Shortcuts has been disregarded for now

5.4 Security
The user interface is developed responsively according to the rights (user system roles) and data boundaries the user
is assigned in usergroups. A description of user system roles and data delimitations can be found in User Rights, as
well as a description of what each user system role provides access to in the system. In addition, some suggested job
function roles (groups of user system roles from Kombit Adgansstyring). In general, the user interface acts in three
ways, to enforce the user’s rights in OS2IoT, these are to hide action buttons for the user, mask data on lists and deny
access to parts of the solution.
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5.4.1 Hide components and buttons
Action Buttons in tables and list on overview pages are hidden if the user does not have rights to use / view them.
[Picture] shows a user with write access to a certain organisation and cannot delete a device profile if not granted the
rights to it [Picture] shows an organization admin with visible buttons in the same view.
User with read rights.

User with write rights

5.4.2 Access denied
If the user actively changes the URL to access a applications, details pages or anything else
he may not have access to, according to his user system roles and associated data boundaries, he will be redirected to an empty page with HTTP error response in the header.

5.4. Security
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CHAPTER

SIX

USER-INTERFACE GUIDELINES

6.1 Background
This document is written with the goal of highlighting and detail the wants and needs of the customer for the application
to adequately perform as expected. This also servers to let the frontend developer of the application have a clear idea
of what the vision is and what should be implemented.

6.2 General principles
This is not a specific design of a page layout, but rather a description of how the different elements are designed – the
principles of design, if you will. Although an actual detailed design exist, this serves to help navigate if deviations,
changes or additions should occur. In those cases this document can be used a base for creating or changing components.
The frontend solution will be referred to as the app during the rest of this document.

6.2.1 Main navigation
The app will have a main navigation menu in the left column. This is solely used to switch between the different main
pages of the app.
The Dashboard page will be the landing page of the app. On the top left the logo functions as a home button. The top
header will contain a search input field stretching thereby removing it from the navigation menu where it is displayed
in the image below.
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6.2.2 Use of keyboard
No shortcuts have been defined for the app.
The tab order will be from top to bottom and left to right in a columnal fashion for all interactive elements . See the
below image for further details.
No right-click or double-click functions in this solution.

6.3 Ease of Use & Accessibility
6.3.1 WCAG AA
OS2IoT is partially designed based on current user-friendliness standards, as defined in:
• W3C standards see https://www.w3.org
• The guidelines in WCAG 2.1 Level AA, see http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/.
Although, OS2IoT is an internal system used within the organization and therefore is not WCAG Compliant. But as
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 includes a wide range of recommendations on how to make web
content widely available, there have been some considerations regarding user friendliness, and partly because:
1) Following these guidelines can ensure accessibility for a larger group of people with disabilities, including the
blind and partially sighted, deaf and hard of hearing, people with learning disabilities, cognitive limitations,
limited mobility, speech impairment and photosensitivity, and people with combinations thereof.
2) Following these guidelines will also often make web content more user-friendly in general.
3) And in order to provide the necessary degree of accessibility that commits Erhvervsstyrelsen, this document
will briefly mention the key points from WCAG, so that developers have the best possible conditions for making
qualified decisions to increase accessibility.
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Principles of WCAG
Therefore, OS2IoT will use the best practices of level AA where four principles are set out which form the foundation
and success criterion for web accessibility:
• Perceivable: Users of adult education must be able to perceive the information presented. Information and user
interface components must not be invisible to all the user’s senses.
• Applicable: Adult education users must be able to operate user interface components, and these must not require
interaction that a user cannot perform.
• Understandable: Information and the use of the user interface must be intuitively understandable by the users
of adult education.
• Robust: Content must be robust enough to be reliably interpreted with a wide range of user agents, including
aids such as screen readers and the like.
It is necessary for developers or other stakeholders to know and adhere to the above principles when developing task,
stories or user interface components for the solution.
Keyboard-accessibility
In accordance with the official WCAG guidelines in section 2.1 – Keyboard Accessible. See https://www.w3.org/TR/
UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation.html
Graphics – and other resources of non-textual character
In accordance with the official WCAG 2.1 documentation any graphical elements on the page, such as icons, must have
a contrast ratio of at least 3:1. In case an icon, or more likely a logo, has more colors the contrast ratio should be tested
for each of the touching colors – each should have a 3:1 contrast ratio. Many resources are available for testing this,
such as https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
Furthermore the app should take into considerations the needs for color blind users in accordance with the legal requirements in 1.4.1 in WCAG about use of color https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/
visual-audio-contrast-without-color.html
Guidelines
Under the principles there are guidelines. The guidelines are the basic goals or best practices that developers, editors,
and UXs should work toward to make content more accessible to users with various disabilities. The guidelines are not
testable, but provide the framework and overall objectives that can help editorial staff understand the success criteria
and implement the techniques better. A large number of the guidelines WCAG sets out have been taken into account in
the markup provided in the HTML guide. By being loyal to the HTML guide’s instructions, many guidelines will be
implicitly followed. THe following sections is a list of guidelines that developers on the project are expected to follow:

6.3. Ease of Use & Accessibility
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6.4 Page principles
Below is a description of guidelines for page structure, as well as a description of the expected production in the defined
breakpoints for responsive web design.

6.4.1 Responsive design and screen resolutions
The solution is designed according to the desktop-first principle. The design is based on the solution working optimally
on larger screens, and that the information presented is displayed clearly. On smaller screens, the same information
will be available, and all functions can also be accessed via touch devices. Some pages such as the detailed overview
are also optimized for tablets.
Grid (adaptation for tablet and mobile)
A responsive grid is used. A 12-column grid from the framework Bootstrap 4.5 is used. The design of screens must in
principle accommodate desktop views first, then tablets and mobile.

Breakpoints are given by Bootstrap’s responsive grid. If needed, the number of columns in the grid can be expanded.
5 breakpoints are used:
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As a starting point, the content of OS2IoT fills with a max-width of 1140px. The last pixels are used for margins so
that the contents of the system do not stick to the edge of the screen. As a starting point, Bootstrap uses a fixed pixel
value for the width of the content on large screens (1200px).
4.1.2 Screen resolution
OS2IoT is designed as a starting point for the resolution 1280 * 1024 (desktop-first).

6.4. Page principles
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6.4.2 Positioning of cursor
Regular position of cursor and existing conventions of using a pointer when elements are clickable and cursor: text
when an text can be selected or in text inputs.

6.4.3 4.3 Tab sequence
If no tab index is explicitly defined, the tab sequence on all pages will be from the top left corner to the right and then
down.

6.4.4 4.4 The HTML Guide, Bootstrap, and Google Materials
These points has to be considered before developing further:
• Bootstrap is an open source framework consisting of front-end resources. It consists of a collection of tools
for creating components and technical behavior on websites and web applications.
• In connection with this solution, Materials has been expanded to form the basis of the elements that underlies
the HTML guide.
• In addition, responsive breakpoints for the solution are defined by Bootstrap’s default values for the same,
just as responsive customization is provided by Bootstrap’s codebase.
• All webparts must use the HTML guide and must have consistent design patterns and look and feel.
• OS2IoT’s HTML guide and especially the prototype must serve as a starting point for the entire user interface and all its elements. Below, use is made of the elements, classes and methods found in the guide.
• The templates and design principles developed by Erhvervsstyrelsen must be used in the project.
• New templates must conform to these.
• The framework includes HTML and SCSS-based design templates for style, forms, buttons, charts, navigation, and other user interface components.
• In this project,Materials is used partly as a toolbox for aesthetics and functionality in relation to the aforementioned components, and not least as a base for implementing responsive design. This also means that
the only thing that is corrected in relation to Bootstrap’s standard cuddle base is the file containing variables
for style, colors, margins, etc.

6.5 Page elements
A colour scheme has been provided by OS2 and can be found in the base.scss file at https://github.com/itk-dev/datatidy/
blob/develop/assets/scss/base.scss
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6.5.1 Modal windows
Except menu and search modals for mobile and tablet views the app will not include modals. The menu and search
modals will be full screen size modals sliding up from the bottom of the screen when the corresponding menu item is
pushed. The modals will be closable by clicking a close”X” icon on the top right or by pressing the back button of the
device.

6.5.2 Links
Bold font, light blue, otherwise like bootstrap convention.

6.5.3 Text
Font for all text in the app is Roboto.

Fonts and typography deal with the selected fonts, as well as formatting and use of text and headings.

6.5. Page elements
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Headings are both a visual tool and a structure in the code that matter to users who use screen readers. It is possible to
follow a strict structure in headings for screen readers and at the same time adapt the visual expression of the headings
to users who orient themselves visually.

6.5.4 Pictures
Alt text and titles should be provided.

6.5.5 Icons
Fontawesome icons is used
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6.5.6 Tables
Materials tables are used and styled

6.5.7 Input fields
Follow the standard bootstrap 4 approach using the color scheme for the project provided by OS2.

6.5.8 Buttons
Follow the standard bootstrap 4 approach using the color scheme for the project provided by OS2.

6.5.9 Dropdowns
If elements are deletable this will be visible via a vertical “. . . ” button next to it. Clicking or hovering this will show
a menu of available options, such as delete, rename or share. When deleting the user should be prompted a dialog
informating of the action and/or consequences and if the wish to continue with the action.

6.5. Page elements
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6.5.10 Radio buttons
See the following image:
Otherwise follow the bootstrap 4 approach.

6.5.11 Check boxes
Use bootstrap 4 checkboxes and style them as seen below:

6.5.12 Dropdowns, combo-boxes
Use bootstrap 4 dropdowns.

6.5.13 Date fields and use of date pickers
Use bootstrap 4 fields.

6.5.14 Error messages/feedback
Implemented in accordance with Bootstrap https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/alerts/

6.5.15 Flow pages
(tab-controls to navigate in the various steps in the flow)

6.6 Browser support
Should be compatibale with newest versions of Edge and Chrome dating two versions back. If not, the users can be
notified that they need to update their browser.

6.7 Encoding
UTF-8 encoding is used.

6.8 Best practices
6.8.1 HTML standards
The HTML 5 standards are used. Should comply with Bootstrap and WCAG (for screen reading software).
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In general
Use best practices for HTML. Mostly the HTML should be written based on Bootstrap components.
Microdata
There are no search engines or the like to take into account, but screen reading software needs to be able to read the
HTML. Using best practices this should ensure sufficient readability.

6.8.2 CSS
Reusability is the keyword. The CSS (SCSS) should be structured in components that are reusable throughout the page.
In general
Use BEM convention for CSS development and naming when possible.
SCSS
Variables
Variables will be kept in a variables.scss file. They should be written with a structure where first you imply what it is
and then the variation, like:
$alert-success;
$alert-warning;
$alert-error;
Or:
$blue;
$blue-light;
$blue-dark;

Nesting
Use BEM convention when possible.

6.8. Best practices
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Mixins (functions)
Use mixins (end extends) when possible to avoid repetition. Naming convention is the same as for variables.
Inclusion of CSS
The SCSS is compiled to a CSS file that is included the header of the app. This is performed automatically in the
process of compiling the Angular application.

6.8.3 JavaScript
In accordance with the Angular best practices TypeScript is used and compiled to JavaScript. As of the date of writing
this document the newest version of Angular (9.1) uses TypeScript 3.8. This supports the newest browsers in accordance
with the agreement with the customer and thus this is used.
In general
The typescript files are locatedin the src folder and compiled to a .js file when building the app. This is situated in the dist
folder. Using TypeScript should be done in accordance with the best practices provided in the Angular documentation
https://angular.io/docs

6.9 Information architecture principles
• Better to go deep than wide (customer wishes to minimize clutter and present only the needed information)
• Avoid modals when possible and instead present information via depth.
• Keep users on a narrow track and make sure they do not stray too much.
• There will be no customization options for the app

6.10 Content guidelines
Only elements such as titles, select options, links, buttons, input fields, etc are named programmatically. The content
is user generated.
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SEVEN

LOGICAL DATAMODEL

7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the logical data-entities that are part of the solutions domain together the
relationship between them.
The target audience of the deliverable are:
• The developers, who need to understand the design, and prepare the detailed design and eventually implement
the solution
• Participants and decision-makers from the customer who are responsible for the functional design

7.1.1 Scope
This is not a database model, but a logical model of the relationship between business objects.
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7.2 Logical Datamodel

7.3 Entity metadata
7.3.1 Unique identifier
Each entity has an id attribute, which is a persistent unique identifier for an object. This will never change for an object.
The identifier is only unique for this entity, meaning that object of different entities can have the same id value.

7.3.2 Temporal values
Data in OS2iot is non-temporal. Each entity has “createdAt” and “updatedAt” attributes which contains the date and
time an object was created and last modified, respectively. If an object has been created but not modified, “createdAt”
and “updatedAt” contain the same values.
Each entity also has “createdBy” and “updatedBy” attributes, which contain the username of the user that created
the object and the last person to modify an object. If an object has been created but not modified, “createdAt” and
“updatedAt” contain the same values.
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7.4 Enumerations
This section contains the relevant enumerations in OS2iot.

7.4.1 PermissionLevel
1. Read
2. OrganizationUserAdmin
3. OrganizationGatewayAdmin
4. OrganizationApplicationAdmin
5. GlobalAdmin

7.4.2 ActionType
These are the types of action which can be part of the AuditLog.
1. DELETE
2. CREATE
3. UPDATE

7.4.3 SearchResultType
1. Gateway
2. IoTDevice
3. Application

7.4.4 AuthorizationType
1. NO_AUTHORIZATION
2. HTTP_BASIC_AUTHORIZATION
3. HEADER_BASED_AUTHORIZATION

7.4.5 DataTargetType
1. HttpPush

7.4. Enumerations
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7.4.6 IoTDeviceType
1. GenericHttp
2. LoRaWAN
3. SigFox

7.4.7 ErrorCodes
1. IdDoesNotExists
2. IdMissing
3. NameInvalidOrAlreadyInUse
4. IdInvalidOrAlreadyInUse
5. InvalidApiKey
6. InvalidPost
7. WrongLength
8. NotValidFormat
9. BadEncoding
10. MissingOTAAInfo
11. MissingABPInfo
12. UserAlreadyExists
13. OrganizationAlreadyExists
14. OrganizationDoesNotExists
15. OrganizationDoesNotMatch
16. UserInactive
17. NotSameApplication
18. PasswordNotMetRequirements
19. SigFoxBadLogin
20. GatewayIdNotAllowedInUpdate
21. GroupCanOnlyBeCreatedOncePrOrganization
22. DeviceDoesNotExistInSigFoxForGroup
23. DownlinkNotSupportedForDeviceType
24. DownlinkLengthWrongForSigfox
25. OnlyAllowedForLoRaWANAndSigfox
26. DeviceIsNotActivatedInChirpstack
27. QueryMustNotBeEmpty
28. IsUsed
29. CannotModifyOnKombitUser
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30. SigfoxError
31. NoData
32. MissingRole
33. DeleteNotAllowedItemIsInUse
34. DeleteNotAllowedHasSigfoxDevice
35. DeleteNotAllowedHasLoRaWANDevices
36. KOMBITLoginFailed

7.4.8 KafkaTopic
1. RAW_REQUEST
2. TRANSFORMED_REQUEST

7.4.9 ActivationType
1. NONE
2. OTAA
3. ABP

7.4.10 PermissionType
1. GlobalAdmin
2. OrganizationApplicationAdmin
3. OrganizationGatewayAdmin
4. OrganizationUserAdmin
5. Read

7.4.11 SendStatus
1. OK
2. ERROR

7.4.12 SigFoxDownlinkMode
1. DIRECT
2. CALLBACK
3. NONE
4. MANAGED

7.4. Enumerations
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7.4.13 SigFoxPayloadType
1. RegularRawPayload
2. CustomGrammar
3. Geolocation
4. DisplayInASCII
5. RadioPlanningFrame
6. Sensitv2
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

INTERNAL INTERFACE DESIGN

This document describes the internal interface design of OS2iot.

8.1 Backend REST API
The primary way of communicating with the back end is through the RESTful API.

8.1.1 Swagger documentation
The documentation of the endpoints, their parameters and so forth is documented using Swagger. You can access
Swagger through the endpoint: /api/v1/docs/ of the backend. So for the test environment, it would be: https:
//test-os2iot-backend.os2iot.dk/api/v1/docs/.

8.1.2 Authentication
The API is protected using JSON Web Token (JWT), see https://jwt.io/introduction/ for an introduction. To get a JWT
you must perform a login using username and password to the /api/v1/auth/login endpoint. In response to a valid
login, a JWT is sent, inside a JSON object.
To call protected endpoints the Authorization header must be set to Bearer xxx.yyy.zzz where xxx.yyy.zzz
is a valid JWT.
JWT Payload
The JWT payload currently contains two pieces of information:
• userId of the logged in user.
• email (username) of the logged in user.
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JWT Expiration
The JWT is by default set to expire after nine hours. upon which it is invalid. To acquire a new one, a new login must
be performed as described above.
Using Swagger with authorization
To use Swagger with protected endpoints, you must first login, and then add the JWT to Swagger. This is done by
pressing the “Authorize” button near the top right. To test your login, the /api/v1/auth/profile endpoint can be
called, it will return the contents of the JWT payload, which is explained below.

8.1.3 Authorization (Permissions)
Permissions are given on specific applications to users and API keys through UserGroups. A UserGroup can have
multiple permissions.
There are five levels of permissions in OS2IoT:
• Global Admin
• Can do everything for all organizations and applications
• Application Admin
• Is scoped to a single organization and zero or more applications
• Can access and modify applications and Sigfox devices within the user group in that organization
• Gateway Admin
• Is scoped to a single organization
• Can access and modify gateways within that organization
• User Admin
• Is scoped to a single organization
• Can access and modify users and permissions within that organization
• Read
• Is scoped to a single organization and zero or more applications
• Can read (view) entities within certain applications within an organization
Each of the admin permissions is part of a hierarchy with the read permission. If you have an Admin permission within
an organization, with zero or more applications, you have an implicit read permission within that scope. For instance,
if a user has Application Admin within an Organization, then that user also has Read permission within it.
Global Admin is at the top of the hierarchy and can thus do what any of the other permissions provide access to.
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8.2 API key access
OS2IoT supports API key authentification. This allows external clients to use the system without the need of a browser
or a user.

8.2.1 Configuration
In order to use this type of authentication, an administrator must create an API key with one or more user groups. This
can be done on the portal through the API key management pages. It can be accessed through the menu.

8.2.2 Usage
With an API key, you can fetch and manage data in your OS2IoT system just as well as if you were a user on the browser.
What you can access and manage is limited by the user group (-s) tied to the API key.
With that in mind, let’s dive into using an API key. Let’s make a few assumptions:
• We have an API key with the value 00000000-abcd-ef00-0000-012345678901
• This API key is tied to a user group with Read priviliges to an organization and all its applications
• There exists a GET endpoint for fetching applications. The route ends with /application
There’s a broad variety of applications, terminals etc. which can perform HTTP requests. To authenticate this request
with the API key, you must provide it as the header “x-api-key”. Below, a screenshot is shown of how this is done in
Postman.

8.2. API key access
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The bottom half of the screenshot is the response. The request was limited to 2 applications using the limit query
parameter. As seen, the backend responded with 2 (collapsed) applications.

8.2.3 Limitations
While most of the system is accessible using API key authentication, there are some security limitations, however:
• You cannot manage your API key or someone else’s
• You cannot manage users nor user groups
• You cannot manage organizations
You can use an API key to request information necessary for using OS2IoT by using endpoints starting with /
api-key-info. They require API key authentication. For instance, to fetch the organization tied to your API key,
you can make a GET request to the route which ends with /api-key-info/organization.
Currently, there’s no expiration date on an API key. It will not expire unless an administrator revokes it on the key
management page.
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CHAPTER

NINE

EXTERNAL INTERFACE DESIGN

This document describes the external interface design of OS2iot. This includes an overview of the interfaces, the
internal and external integration patterns, and the details of both incoming and outgoing integrations (IoT device and
data target, respectively).

9.1 Interfaces
This figure shows an overview of the external interfaces of OS2iot, each will be explained later in seperate sections.
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9.2 Integration patterns
9.2.1 Internal systems
Internally, OS2iot consists of four components shown in this figure.

Two different patterns are used between the internal components:
• Request-response
Used between the frontend, backend and database.
• Publish-subscribe
Used in communication between the backend and MQTT broker for Chirpstack.
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9.2.2 External systems
External system integrations for OS2iot are divided into three groups:
• IoT devices
• Data targets
• Authentication
IoT devices

Figure 3 - IoT device integration overview
All IoT device integrations except LoRaWAN use callbacks to send data to OS2iot using HTTPS in a request-response
manner. Device management for Sigfox (i.e. adding and modifying IoT devices) is done by sending requests to Sigfox’s
Cloud backend.
Data from Chirpstack devices are sent to OS2iot through Chirpstack using MQTT, where Chirpstack is the publisher
and OS2iot is the subscriber. Device management is done from OS2iot by sending gRPC requests to Chirpstack.

9.2. Integration patterns
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9.2.3 Data targets

OS2iot supports integrations to:
• Opendata.dk
• HTTP(S) Push data targets

9.2.4 Authentication

OS2iot integrates to the external authentication system: KOMBIT Adgangsstyring. See the seperate page for KOMBIT
adgangsstyring.

9.3 IoT Device Integrations
This section describes the IoT device integrations. This covers both upstream and downstream messages, registering
new devices etc. Each subsection covers a specific technology.
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9.3.1 Generic IoT Device
Several of the protocols shown in Figure 3 - IoT device integration overview, use a generic HTTP endpoint for receiving
data. Each device is identified by an API-key which is a UUID, this is passed as a URL parameter. This endpoint
validates that the incoming data is JSON and that the device exists, by validating the API-key, in the database before
the data is passed added to Kafka to be further processed.
Swagger: /api/v1/receive-data

9.3.2 NB-IoT (Telia)
NB-IoT devices are supported in OS2iot using the endpoint for receiving data from generic IoT devices as described
in section 4.1. There are several reasons for this:
1. NB-IoT devices often come bundled with a proprietary backend that devices are hardcoded to send data to. From
this backend, data can be sent to other systems such as OS2iot. Other devices might be configurable to send
data to a specific endpoint. This heterogenous setup makes it very difficult to make general assumptions for how
NB-IoT devices send data to OS2iot.
2. NB-IoT devices are typically managed either by the provider of the NB-IoT network or by another third party. This
means that while it is possible to build NB-IoT device management functionality in OS2iot using the Ericsson
DCP Platform, this will likely be redundant functionality in almost all cases.

9.3.3 LoRaWAN (Chirpstack)
Chirpstack is used to communicate with LoRaWAN IoT devices. This means that OS2iot communicates with Chirpstack, which in turn communicates with gateways and devices.
This in turn means, that data must be synchronized between Chirpstack and OS2iot, such that LoRaWAN devices
created in OS2iot are also created in Chirpstack.
Data from IoT devices is received by Chirpstack and sent to OS2iot by publishing to a MQTT broker which has OS2iot
as a subscriber.
Data sent to IoT devices is sent from OS2iot to Chirpstack using a the REST API. Communication between the IoT
devices, gateways and Chirpstack is out of scope of this project.

The Chirpstack is comprised of the following 4 modules.
1. Application Server
2. Network Server
3. Gateway bridge
4. A postgresql database

9.3. IoT Device Integrations
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Data synchronization
Some data must be always be synchronized between OS2iot and Chirpstack. This includes:
• Applications
• Gateways
• IoT devices
• Service profiles
• Device profiles
Changes to these entities must always happen in OS2iot, which is then synchronized to Chirpstack. It is not supported to
change data directly in Chirpstack. All manipulation of settings in the Chirpstack is thus done via the Chirpstack API. If
locally running on port 8080 then Chirpstack Application Services Swagger UI is available at http://localhost:8080/api
There is no direct mapping between applications in OS2iot and applications in Chirpstack, even though they cover a
similar concept. Instead, a separate Chirpstack application is created for each separate ServiceProfile created through
OS2iot.
The new Chirpstack application is created the first time a device with a previously unused
ServiceProfile is added to an OS2iot application.
This is illustrated in the flowchart below:

Security
OS2iot and Chirpstack have separate security models and do not share users. Instead, all communication between
OS2iot and Chirpstack is done using a service account with administrator permissions in Chirpstack.
For communicating with the chirpstack api, it is necessary to set up a JWT token.
We use the following code to generate a valid JWT for Chirpstack, here the is taken from the environment variable:
CHIRPSTACK_JWTSECRET, as described in the installation guide.
@Injectable()
export class JwtToken {
static setupToken(): string {
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

const claims = {
iss: "as", // issuer of the claim
aud: "as", // audience for which the claim is intended
iat: Math.floor(new Date().valueOf() / 1000 - 10), // unix time from which␣
˓→the token is valid
nbf: Math.floor(new Date().valueOf() / 1000 - 10), // unix time from which␣
˓→the token is valid
exp: Math.floor(new Date().valueOf() / 1000) + 60 * 60 * 24 * 14, // unix␣
˓→time when the token expires
sub: "user", // subject of the claim (an user)
username: "admin", // username the client claims to be
};
const jwt = nJwt.create(claims, configuration()["chirpstack"]["jwtsecret"], "HS256
");

˓→

const token = jwt.compact();
return token;
}
}
The JWT is used as part of a special header named: Grpc-Metadata-Authorization, while the value is the standard
authorization header for a JWT as a Bearer token.

var request = require('request');
var headers = {
'Accept': 'application/json',
'Grpc-Metadata-Authorization': 'Bearer eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.
˓→eyJhcGlfa2V5X2lkIjoiYWExMGVkMmQtODdjZC00YmJlLTljZDktNmM4ODQ0ZTc5OTA2IiwiYXVkIjoiYXMiLCJpc3MiOiJhcyIsIm
˓→7JfLkDe1xqqrqUtoKuSwHobUo7HGv-RvD0atftsgD_c'
};
var options = {
url: 'http://localhost:8080/api/device-profiles',
headers: headers
};

Prerequisites
In order to use the Chirpstack for LoRaWAN devices certain things has to be set up, in a specific order.
• Network server
– The network server has to be added. This is set up as a automatic process on startup of OS2iot backend.
• Gateway
– Create gateway profile
– Add a minimum of 1 gateway server to the system (this is done automatically).
• Devices
– Create service profile
– Create device profile
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– Register device
∗ Note that once a Service Profile has been selected, it can’t be changed.
Error handling
Errors which occur in integrations are handled and logged as much as possible. If the action was caused by a user,
then the user will receive an error message detailing this. If the error occured without it being caused by a user, e.g.
IoT-device sends data, then the error will be logged.
Communicating with edge devices
REST API is the easiest way to send payloads to edge devices. Retrieving data is done via MQTT.
Reading data
• Join - Event published when a device joins the network. Please note that this is sent after the first received uplink
(data) frame.
• Status - Event for battery and margin status received from devices.
• Uplink - Contains the data and meta-data for an uplink application payload.
• Ack - Acknowledgements event published on downlink frame.
• TxAck - Event published when a downlink frame has been acknowledged by the gateway for transmission
• Error - Event published in case of an error related to payload scheduling or handling. E.g. in case when a
payload could not be scheduled as it exceeds the maximum payload-size.
Register network server
When registering the network server. The server attribute has to be set according to the docker container followed by
port 8000 as shown in the following example.
“server”:”chirpstack-network-server:8000”,
Register new device
Devices can be registered and activated on the network by to different means. Over-the-Air Activation (OTAA) and
Activation by Personalization (ABP) Over-the-Air Activation (OTAA) is the most secure way to connect with Network.
The network assigns a dynamic DevAddr and negotiate security keys with the device. In other cases the DevAddr as
well as the security keys is hardcoded in the device. This means activating a device by personalization (ABP). “Device
profile” and “Service profil” has to be set In order to register a device. The Device Profile defines the boot parameters
that are needed by ChirpStack Network Server to “connect” with a edge device. The Service Profile defines the features
that are enabled for the devices and the rate of messages that can send over the network by a device.
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9.3.4 Sigfox
The Sigfox integration is a RESTful API over HTTP. They utilize the HTTP verbs (POST, GET, DELETE, PUT),
and are based on the JSON format. Their documentation is located at https://support.sigfox.com/apidocs#section/
API-overview.
In Denmark the SigFox network is operated by “IoTDenmark”: https://iotdk.dk/sigfox-iot/.
In SigFox’es information model they have “DeviceTypes” and “Group”, these can loosely be translated to “Applikation” and “Brugergruppe” in the OS2IoT model. Alternatively the integration could be implemented using just one
DeviceType and one group for an entire OS2IoT installation.
The API is rate-limited, meaning that if too many requests are sent within a short timeframe, a 429 too many requests
will be sent back.
Register new device
Before being able to register a new device, it’s required to have a DeviceType, which in turn requires a Group.
To register a new device, the “createDevice” API endepoint is called with the POST method. Here OS2IoT need to
provide an id, a name, a deviceType and a “Porting Access Code” (PAC). The endpoint returns the unique identifier
which the device is identified as by SigFox, this must be saved for future calls.
SigFox’es documentation for the API is located at: https://support.sigfox.com/apidocs#operation/createDevice
Update existing device
Receive data
To receive data SigFox recommends using their callback system (in other words WebHooks). That is when an
IoT device sends a message to the SigFox network, SigFox will call-back to OS2IoT, with the information from
the IoT device.
There exists three types of callbacks, DATA, SERVICE and ERROR. Under DATA there is two types, UPLINK
and BIDIR (bidirectional), where UPLINK is probably the most common one for us to use. Under SERVICE,
there is STATUS, ACKNOWLEDGE and DATA_ADVANCED. Here DATA_ADVANCED is interesting, as it allows us to geolocate and get metadata, but comes at the cost of a 30second delay, see https://build.sigfox.com/
backend-callbacks-and-api#callbacks for more.
To achive this, OS2IoT must first create a callback configuration at SigFox using the API.
The callback is defined for one DeviceType, which means that OS2IoT will either have to implement one callback for
all devices or one for each application in OS2IoT. Though they can be registered to the same URL.
They support three channels of callback: URL, BATCH_URL and EMAIL. URL means that Sigfox will produce one
callback for each IoT device transmission, BATCH_URL means that data is pushed at most once pr. Second and
contains all packages in that timeframe.
OS2IoT must also define the body of information it wish to receive as the bodyTemplate parameter.
More information about the custom callback features are located here:
custom-callback-creation

https://support.sigfox.com/docs/

SigFox’es documentation for the API is located at: https://support.sigfox.com/apidocs#operation/createCallback
To receive this information from the callback, OS2IoT must construct an endpoint for it to call.
To check if OS2IoT missed any callbacks OS2IoT could periodically call the callback errors API for
each device type.
It will return all the failed callbacks: https://support.sigfox.com/apidocs#operation/
getCallbackMessagesErrorListForDeviceType
9.3. IoT Device Integrations
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If downlink communication (from OS2IoT to IoT device) is desired, it can be achived using the callback or by giving
the data to Sigfox for them to pass along to the device. See https://support.sigfox.com/docs/downlink-callbacks for
more.
Restart device
It’s possible to restart multiple devices via their unique identifiers or to restart all devices of a certain type. Both
methods are asynchronous via the Job concept in Sigfox. To restart multiple device the API: https://support.sigfox.
com/apidocs#operation/devicesBulkRestart is used. And to restart the devices of a given type the API: https://support.
sigfox.com/apidocs#operation/deviceTypeBulkRestart is used. At a later point the bulk job status API can be used:
https://support.sigfox.com/apidocs#operation/getBulkJobForDevice.

9.4 Data Targets
This section describes the different possible data target types in OS2IoT, i.e. how incoming data from the IoT devices
can be sent to receiving systems.

9.4.1 HTTP Push
HTTP Push is an method of integrating via registering a callback and then having the capability of receiving it. This
is also how the SigFox integration works. The main advantage is that the initiator of the call is the party which knows
that new information is available, thus needless pooling is avoided.
To support HTTP Push as part of OS2IoT, the user should be allowed to define the URL on which they’ll receive the
callbacks, moreover the communication should be encrypted (over HTTPS) and using a way of authentication (HTTP
basic Auth; or a secret header/url-parameter definded by the user, configured in OS2IoT).
If the receiver of the data want a higher level of assurance, then there are several ways of achieving it. A simple solution
is retrying with an exponential back-off. Or an API exposing all messages which have not been acknowledged by the
receiver, for a short period of time (for instance 3 days like SigFox).

9.4.2 MQTT
OS2iot supports publishing data to a broker when it’s received using MQTT. MQTT is a standard, lightweight messaging protocol based on the publish/subscribe pattern.
When configuring such a data-target, there’s a few terms and keywords to be aware of:
• QoS: The QoS (Quality of Service) level determines the guarantee of delivery for a specific message. Different
network environments may require different QoS levels. Ideally, the level should be set to match the network
reliability and application logic. This is the main point of MQTT.
There are 3 QoS levels:
– 0 (at most once)
– 1 (at least once)
– 2 (exactly once)
There are a number of well written articles regarding QoS. One such example is this blog entry.
• Topic: The MQTT data-target must be provided a topic with which it can label the data. This is used by the
MQTT broker to filter messages from MQTT clients. Here, OS2iot is a client.
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• Connection authentication: The most common methods of authentication are username and password and/or
client certificates. At the time of writing, username and password authentication is supported, but it can be
extended to implement other methods.
You can read more on MQTT here

9.4.3 FIWARE
FIWARE data target allows users to integrate OS2IoT with any “Powered by FIWARE” platform by enabling the connection to the Context Broker Generic Enabler.
Data are send to the context broker via the /ngsi-ld/v1/entityOperations/upsert/ operation.
The output of the payload decoder function needs to comply with the NGSI-LD format as it is sent as a body of the
request without any alteration. It should represent an array of objects to be updated.
The context (part of the NGSI-LD standard) can be provided in the request body or can be defined in the data target
configuration. In the latter case, it will be included within the headers of the request.
The Fiware data target supports the multitenancy of the Context Broker (but not every context broker supports multitenancy). The name of the tenant can be specified in the configuration. If no value is provided, the default tenant will
be used. To specify the tenant OS2IoT is using NGSILD-Tenant header.
If your Context Broker is secured with OAuth2 it’s possible to configure target to obtain necessary client credentials
from Authentication Server. To do that it’s required to provide token endpoint together with Client ID and Client Secret
while configuring the target.

9.4.4 Opendata.dk
Users of OS2iot can expose the data sent from their devices to opendata.dk by setting up a data-target to share with
opendata.dk.
The IoTDevices whose data is exposed is the devices which are listed in the data-target. The data is transformed using
their corresponding payload transformers. Each data-target which is shared creates one data-set is opendata.dk and in
that dataset there is once resouce, namely an HTTP endpoint which exposes the data as an array of JSON objects.
Opendata.dk autogenerates their catalogue of OS2iot data, by parsing the DCAT json file which is exposed at the /api/
v1/open-data-dk-sharing/{organizationId} endpoint. The organizationId for your organization is shown in
the frontend.
The data itself is exposed on the /api/v1/open-data-dk-sharing/{organizationId}/data/{shareId} endpoint.
Authorization
The endpoints listed above is not protected by a requirement of authorization, since they are intended to be publicly
available.
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Data and format
The data exposed is entirely defined by the payload transformer, and thus the user of OS2iot, rather than the system
imposing a data format.

9.5 KOMBIT Adgangstyring
See the seperate page for KOMBIT adgangsstyring
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CHAPTER

TEN

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the logical architecture of OS2iot.

10.1 Overview
The solution is divided into a number of logical, loosely coupled components. This ensures that the solution is extensible with regard to both supported IoT devices and data targets, and it makes replacing and maintaining each component
simpler. Figure 1 shows an overview of the different solution components. Orange components are 3rd party solution
dependencies that are not developed or maintained in this project, but are necessary for OS2iot to function
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Figure 1 - Solution overview
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Figure 2 - Layered architecture

10.1.1 Logging
OS2iot uses the following log types:
• System log: Contains log messages related to the solution such as information or errors from internal processes
or internal/external integrations, views etc. This is stored in the database table “SystemLog”.
• Audit Log: When a data entity is changed (e.g. an IoT device is created or updated) OS2iot logs which user
made the change and when it was made. This is stored in the database table “ChangeLog”.
In addition, the 3rd party components used (Chirpstack, MQTT brokers etc.) contain their own logs according to their
documentation. Refer to section for a specific list of 3rd party components.

10.1. Overview
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10.1.2 Integrations

10.2 Process perspective
10.2.1 Receive IoT device data
See the separate page: IoT Data management.
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10.3 Implementation perspective
OS2iot is implemented using Node.js for the backend and Angular for the frontend.

10.3.1 3rd party components
OS2iot uses the following 3rd party components as dependencies:
Component
Chirpstack
Mosquitto
Apache
Kafka
PostgreSQL
Redis
Docker

Use

Reference

License

LoRaWAN device Integration

https://chirpstack.
io
https://mosquitto.
org/
https://kafka.
apache.org/
https://www.
postgresql.org/
https://redis.io/
https://www.
docker.com/

MIT License

MQTT broker for LoRaWAN and data target integrations
Internal message broker used in the OS2iot backed for
device data integrations
Persistent data storage
In-memory data store
Virtualization software

EPL/EDL License
Apache
License 2.0
PostgreSQL
License
BSD License
Apache
License 2.0

Version
3
1.6
2.6
12
5
19.03.13

10.3.2 Backend
Technology stack
In the backend the following technologies are used:
Technology
Node.js
Typescript
Jest
TypeORM
Nest.js

Purpose

URL

License

Server-side Javascript runtime
Typesafety and other improvements upon Javascript
(compiles to Javascript)
Testing framework
Object Relatrional Mapper to our database (persistence)

https://nodejs.org/en/
https://www.
typescriptlang.org/
https://jestjs.io/
https://typeorm.io/

MIT License
Apache
License 2.0
MIT License
MIT License

Web framework

https://nestjs.com/

MIT License

Solution architecture
A classical three-layer model consisting of the following three layers is used in the backend:
• Controller layer
– Exposes the API endpoints:
∗ To be used by the front-end
∗ To be used by device integrations
∗ To be used by data targets
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• Service layer
– Holds business logic
• Data access layer
– Controls all access to the database
Each layer is only capable of accessing the adjacent layers, so the controller cannot access the data access layer and
vice versa.

10.3.3 Frontend
Technology stack
Technology
Angular

Purpose
Web framework

URL
http://angular.io/

License
MIT License

10.4 Deployment perspective
The solution is deployed as a number of Docker containers.
• OS2iot Frontend
• OS2iot Backend
• Chirpstack
• LoRaWAN MQTT Broker
• Postgres
• Apache Kafka
Docker Compose is used to ease deployment of the solution. For scalability and increased robustness, the solution can
be deployed to kubernetes cluser.
Of these container only the OS2iot frontend and OS2iot backend containers are made in the OS2iot project, the remaining is made by 3rd parties and used as part of the solution.

10.5 Data perspective
OS2iot contains the following types of data:
• Device payloads (only the latest payload from a device is stored)
• Metadata about device payloads (timestamps etc of the latest N transmissions or all within a small timeframe)
• System parameters and configuration
• User data (usernames, passwords and permissions)
• Audit logs
• System logs
• Application data (applications, devices, alarms, gateways, device metadata etc.)
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This data is by default stored by the backend in PostgreSQL. The logs are stored in the filesystem, with the future
possibility of ingesting it into an ELK stack or similar.

10.5.1 Data temporality
Data in OS2iot is non-temporal. Each entity has “createdAt” and “updatedAt” attributes which contains the date and
time an object was created and last modified, respectively. If an object has been created but not modified, “createdAt”
and “updatedAt” contain the same values.
Each entity also has “createdBy” and “modifiedBy” attributes, which contain the userID of the user that created the object and the last user to modify an object. If an object has been created but not modified, “createdBy” and “modifiedBy”
contain the same values.

10.6 Security perspective
This figure shows the classes which make up the permission model for OS2IoT. A user is part of zero or more permissions (user groups). Each permission has one or more permission types which determine what’s accessible within the
organization. The concrete types are as follows:
1. GlobalAdmin a. Each domain instance of OS2IoT has at least 1 user with this type, which is created on the first
startup of the backend. b. Users with the GlobalAdmin role can assign other users to also have the GlobalAdmin
role
2. OrganizationApplicationAdmin
a. This relates to a single organization
b. This relates to a list of users within that organization. Access is granted to parts of the system requiring
this type
3. OrganizationGatewayAdmin
a. This relates to a single organization
b. This relates to a list of users within that organization. Access is granted to parts of the system requiring
this type
4. OrganizationUserAdmin
a. This relates to a single organization
b. This relates to a list of users within that organization. Access is granted to parts of the system requiring
this type
5. Read
a. This relates to a single organization
b. This relates to a list of applications within that organization

10.6. Security perspective
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10.6.1 User login and permissions
In OS2iot, user authentication is done by either en external system or by OS2iot. Authorization is handled in OS2iot
by assigning users to either organizations or applications with a given permission level.
This does not comply with “Den fælleskommunale rammearkitektur”, which states that authorization should happen
in KOMBIT Adgangstyring if possible. The reasons for authorization being done in OS2iot instead of KOMBIT
Adgangstyring are:
• To make user management in OS2iot uniform regardless of where the user logs in from.
• To support separate permissions to organizations and applications, along with dynamically created applications.
Authentication
User authentication is handled in one of two systems:
• KOMBIT Adgangsstyring
• OS2iot
Authorization
By default, a user does not have access to data in OS2iot. A global admin or User admin must manually give the user
permissions to organizations or applications.
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User permissions
User role
Global admin
Application
admin
Gateway
admin
User admin
Read access

System name
GlobalAdmin
OrganizationApplicationAdmin
OrganizationGatewayAdmin
OrganizationUserAdmin
Read

Permissions
Super user, CRUD everything within the domain
Access and modify applications, DeviceModels and IoT devices
within an organization
CRUD gateways within an organization
CRUD users and permissions within an organization
Read all data within an application.

10.6.2 Web application security
This section describes the security measures taken to ensure conficentiality and integrity of the part of OS2iot that is
the web application. This includes both the frontend and backend of the solution, but not IoT device integrations or
data target integrations.

10.6.3 OS2iot REST API security
In order to use the REST API exposed by OS2iot, the user must be authenticated.
There are two methods of authentication. The first method is done by using the JWT gained from the /api/v1/auth/
login endpoint. The JWT is inserted as a Bearer token in the Authorization header of the type Bearer as described
in RFC 6750, section 2.1.
The second method of authentication involves using an API key generated on the /api/v1/api-key endpoint. An
API key is tied to one or more user groups so the access level reflects what each user group is permitted. It can be
created by users with an organization administrator role or higher.
The API key is inserted as text in the X-API-KEY header. Note that if a valid JWT token is provided, then API key
authentication is skipped.

10.6.4 Device security
Generic IoT devices
Generic IoT devices must provide a unique API key with every request to OS2iot. This provides both security and
identification of the device sending data. Since the connection uses TLS, the API key is encrypted in the transmission.
LoRaWAN
Data from LoRaWAN devices are end-to-end encrypted and protected against replay attacks (https://lora-alliance.
org/sites/default/files/2019-05/lorawan_security_whitepaper.pdf). There is a theoretical possibility of packet forging
and DoS attacks (https://backend.orbit.dtu.dk/ws/portalfiles/portal/200458018/PID5885861.pdf, https://ieeexplore.
ieee.org/document/8766430/).
Once device data is received by Chirpstack it is sent to OS2iot using an internal MQTT broker and TLS.
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NB-IoT
Data from NB-IoT devices is received in the same manner as from generic IoT devices as described earlier and so uses
the same security mechanisms. It is required that the device itself can be configured to send to a configured HTTP
endpoint, and supports HTTPS.
Sigfox
Data from Sigfox devices are sent to OS2iot using callbacks from the Sigfox core network. These are encrypted using
TLS.
Sigfox security is described in detail here:
https://www.sigfox.com/sites/default/files/1701-SIGFOX-White_Paper_Security.pdf
According to an article from DTU published in Proceedings of 3rd Global IoT Summit (https://backend.orbit.dtu.dk/
ws/portalfiles/portal/200458018/PID5885861.pdf, https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8766430/), Sigfox should not
be used for critical applications due to poor protection from replay attacks.

10.6.5 Data target security
It is the responsibility of the users of OS2iot and administrators of the data targets to ensure data is encrypted during
transmission using e.g. TLS. This section describes the available authentication options in OS2iot.
HTTP PUSH
OS2iot supports using a HTTP “Authorization” header or HTTP basic authentication
FIWARE
OS2iot supports using a HTTP “Authorization” header or HTTP basic authentication
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PAYLOAD DECODERS

Payload Decoders in OS2IoT is used to decode the payloads sent from devices. These are often raw bytes to minimize
payload size, and not JSON or some other more ‘human readable’ language.
To convert these raw bytes to JSON which will be sent to the data-target, the users of OS2IoT can write payload
decoders.
The payload decoders are written in Javascript and executed in a sandbox (https://github.com/patriksimek/vm2) for
security and isolation reasons.
The backend expects that the following function prototype to be defined in the payload decoder:
function decode(payload, metadata) {
// ...
}
The payload parameter is a javascript object containing the payload as received by OS2IoT. The metadata parameter
is a javascript object containing the IoTDevice details saved in OS2IoT.
It must return an object, this object will be serialized using JSON.stringify() before it is sent to the data-target.
The user interface provides a testing environment for payload decoder, which can take in data.

11.1 Examples of Payload Decoders
11.1.1 Sensit 3.0
Source: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/52534844/decoding-sensit-3-payload-data
// Based on: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/52534844/decoding-sensit-3-payload-data
function decodeSensit(payload) {
var battery,
mode,
humidity,
temperature,
light,
door,
vibration,
magnet,
alert,
eventCount,
firmwareVersion,
(continues on next page)
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parsedData = [],
obj = {};
// Byte #0
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(0, 2), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
battery = parseInt(byte.slice(0, 5), 2) * 0.05 + 2.7;
if (battery >= 4.15) {
battery = 100;
} else if (battery >= 3.8 && battery < 4.15) {
battery = Math.round((battery - 3.275) * 114);
} else if (battery >= 3.6 && battery < 3.8) {
battery = Math.round((battery - 3.56) * 250);
} else if (battery > 3 && battery < 3.6) {
battery = Math.round((battery - 3) * 16);
}
battery = battery < 0 ? 0 : battery;
// Byte #1
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(2, 4), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
mode = parseInt(byte.slice(0, 5), 2);
switch (mode) {
case 0:
mode = "Standby";
break;
case 1:
mode = "Temperature & Humidity";
break;
case 2:
mode = "Light";
break;
case 3:
mode = "Door";
break;
case 4:
mode = "Vibration";
break;
case 5:
mode = "Magnet";
break;
default:
mode = "Unknown mode {" + mode + "}";
}
alert = Boolean(parseInt(byte.slice(5, 6), 2));
// Standby mode
if (mode === "Standby") {
// Byte #2
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(4, 6), 16).toString(2);
(continues on next page)
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while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
firmwareVersion = byte;
// Byte #3
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(6, 8), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
firmwareVersion += byte;
firmwareVersion =
parseInt(firmwareVersion.slice(0, 4), 2) +
"." +
parseInt(firmwareVersion.slice(4, 10), 2) +
"." +
parseInt(firmwareVersion.slice(10, 16), 2);
}
// Temperature & Humidity
if (mode === "Temperature & Humidity")
// Byte #1
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(2,
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" +
temperature = byte.slice(6, 8);
// Byte #2
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(4,
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" +
temperature += byte;

{
4), 16).toString(2);
byte;

6), 16).toString(2);
byte;

temperature = ((parseInt(temperature, 2) - 200) / 8).toFixed(2);
// Byte #3
humidity = parseInt(payload.slice(6, 8), 16) * 0.5;
}
// Light
if (mode === "Light") {
// Byte #2
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(4,
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" +
light = byte;
// Byte #3
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(6,
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" +
light += byte;

6), 16).toString(2);
byte;

8), 16).toString(2);
byte;

light = (parseInt(light, 2) / 96).toFixed(2);
}
// Door
if (mode === "Door") {
// Byte #1
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(2, 4), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
door = parseInt(byte.slice(6, 8), 2);
switch (door) {
(continues on next page)
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case 0:
door =
break;
case 1:
door =
break;
case 2:
door =
break;
case 3:
door =
break;
default:
door =

"The calibration of the Door mode has not been done";

"Unused value";

"Door is closed";

"Door is open";

"Unknown door status {" + door + "}";

}
}
// Vibration
if (mode === "Vibration") {
// Byte #1
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(2, 4), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
vibration = parseInt(byte.slice(6, 8), 2);
switch (vibration) {
case 0:
vibration = "No vibration detected";
break;
case 1:
vibration = "A vibration is detected";
break;
case 2:
vibration = "Unused value";
break;
case 3:
vibration = "Unused value";
break;
default:
vibration = "Unknown vibration status {" + vibration + "}";
}
}
// Magnet
if (mode === "Magnet") {
// Byte #1
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(2, 4), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
magnet = parseInt(byte.slice(6, 8), 2);
switch (magnet) {
case 0:
magnet = "No magnet detected";
break;
case 1:
(continues on next page)
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magnet
break;
case 2:
magnet
break;
case 3:
magnet
break;
default:
magnet

= "A magnet is detected";

= "Unused value";

= "Unused value";

= "Unknown magnet status {" + magnet + "}";

}
}
// Event count (Door - Vibration - Magnet)
if (mode === "Door" || mode === "Vibration" || mode === "Magnet") {
// Byte #2
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(4, 6), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
eventCount = byte;
// Byte #3
var byte = parseInt(payload.slice(6, 8), 16).toString(2);
while (byte.length < 8) byte = "0" + byte;
eventCount += byte;
eventCount = parseInt(eventCount, 2);
}
// Store objects in parsedData array
obj = {};
obj.key = "mode";
obj.value = mode;
obj.type = "string";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "firmwareVersion";
obj.value = firmwareVersion;
obj.type = "string";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "temperature";
obj.value = temperature;
obj.type = "number";
obj.unit = "°C";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "humidity";
obj.value = humidity;
obj.type = "number";
obj.unit = "%";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
(continues on next page)
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obj.key = "light";
obj.value = light;
obj.type = "number";
obj.unit = "lux";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "alert";
obj.value = alert;
obj.type = "boolean";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "door";
obj.value = door;
obj.type = "string";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "vibration";
obj.value = vibration;
obj.type = "string";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "magnet";
obj.value = magnet;
obj.type = "string";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "eventCount";
obj.value = eventCount;
obj.type = "number";
obj.unit = "";
parsedData.push(obj);
obj = {};
obj.key = "battery";
obj.value = battery;
obj.type = "number";
obj.unit = "%";
parsedData.push(obj);
console.log(parsedData);
return parsedData;
}
function decode(payload, metadata) {
let res = {};
res.decoded = decodeSensit(payload.data);
return res;
}
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11.1.2 Elsys ERS
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const

TYPE_TEMP = 0x01; //temp 2 bytes -3276.8°C -->3276.7°C
TYPE_RH = 0x02; //Humidity 1 byte 0-100%
TYPE_ACC = 0x03; //acceleration 3 bytes X,Y,Z -128 --> 127 +/-63=1G
TYPE_LIGHT = 0x04; //Light 2 bytes 0-->65535 Lux
TYPE_MOTION = 0x05; //No of motion 1 byte 0-255
TYPE_CO2 = 0x06; //Co2 2 bytes 0-65535 ppm
TYPE_VDD = 0x07; //VDD 2byte 0-65535mV
TYPE_ANALOG1 = 0x08; //VDD 2byte 0-65535mV
TYPE_GPS = 0x09; //3bytes lat 3bytes long binary
TYPE_PULSE1 = 0x0a; //2bytes relative pulse count
TYPE_PULSE1_ABS = 0x0b; //4bytes no 0->0xFFFFFFFF
TYPE_EXT_TEMP1 = 0x0c; //2bytes -3276.5C-->3276.5C
TYPE_EXT_DIGITAL = 0x0d; //1bytes value 1 or 0
TYPE_EXT_DISTANCE = 0x0e; //2bytes distance in mm
TYPE_ACC_MOTION = 0x0f; //1byte number of vibration/motion
TYPE_IR_TEMP = 0x10; //2bytes internal temp 2bytes external temp -3276.5C-->3276.5C
TYPE_OCCUPANCY = 0x11; //1byte data
TYPE_WATERLEAK = 0x12; //1byte data 0-255
TYPE_GRIDEYE = 0x13; //65byte temperature data 1byte ref+64byte external temp
TYPE_PRESSURE = 0x14; //4byte pressure data (hPa)
TYPE_SOUND = 0x15; //2byte sound data (peak/avg)
TYPE_PULSE2 = 0x16; //2bytes 0-->0xFFFF
TYPE_PULSE2_ABS = 0x17; //4bytes no 0->0xFFFFFFFF
TYPE_ANALOG2 = 0x18; //2bytes voltage in mV
TYPE_EXT_TEMP2 = 0x19; //2bytes -3276.5C-->3276.5C
TYPE_EXT_DIGITAL2 = 0x1a; // 1bytes value 1 or 0
TYPE_EXT_ANALOG_UV = 0x1b; // 4 bytes signed int (uV)
TYPE_DEBUG = 0x3d; // 4bytes debug

function bin16dec(bin) {
var num = bin & 0xffff;
if (0x8000 & num) num = -(0x010000 - num);
return num;
}
function bin8dec(bin) {
var num = bin & 0xff;
if (0x80 & num) num = -(0x0100 - num);
return num;
}
function base64ToBytes(str) {
return atob(str)
.split("")
.map(function (c) {
return c.charCodeAt(0);
});
}
function hexToBytes(hex) {
for (var bytes = [], c = 0; c < hex.length; c += 2)
(continues on next page)
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bytes.push(parseInt(hex.substr(c, 2), 16));
return bytes;
}
function DecodeElsysPayload(data) {
var obj = new Object();
for (i = 0; i < data.length; i++) {
console.log(data[i]);
switch (data[i]) {
case TYPE_TEMP: //Temperature
var temp = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
temp = bin16dec(temp);
obj.temperature = temp / 10;
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_RH: //Humidity
var rh = data[i + 1];
obj.humidity = rh;
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_ACC: //Acceleration
obj.x = bin8dec(data[i + 1]);
obj.y = bin8dec(data[i + 2]);
obj.z = bin8dec(data[i + 3]);
i += 3;
break;
case TYPE_LIGHT: //Light
obj.light = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_MOTION: //Motion sensor(PIR)
obj.motion = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_CO2: //CO2
obj.co2 = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_VDD: //Battery level
obj.vdd = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_ANALOG1: //Analog input 1
obj.analog1 = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_GPS: //gps
i++;
obj.lat =
(data[i + 0] |
(data[i + 1] << 8) |
(data[i + 2] << 16) |
(continues on next page)
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(data[i + 2] & 0x80 ? 0xff << 24 : 0)) /
10000;
obj.long =
(data[i + 3] |
(data[i + 4] << 8) |
(data[i + 5] << 16) |
(data[i + 5] & 0x80 ? 0xff << 24 : 0)) /
10000;
i += 5;
break;
case TYPE_PULSE1: //Pulse input 1
obj.pulse1 = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_PULSE1_ABS: //Pulse input 1 absolute value
var pulseAbs =
(data[i + 1] << 24) | (data[i + 2] << 16) | (data[i + 3] << 8) | data[i + 4];
obj.pulseAbs = pulseAbs;
i += 4;
break;
case TYPE_EXT_TEMP1: //External temp
var temp = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
temp = bin16dec(temp);
obj.externalTemperature = temp / 10;
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_EXT_DIGITAL: //Digital input
obj.digital = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_EXT_DISTANCE: //Distance sensor input
obj.distance = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_ACC_MOTION: //Acc motion
obj.accMotion = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_IR_TEMP: //IR temperature
var iTemp = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
iTemp = bin16dec(iTemp);
var eTemp = (data[i + 3] << 8) | data[i + 4];
eTemp = bin16dec(eTemp);
obj.irInternalTemperature = iTemp / 10;
obj.irExternalTemperature = eTemp / 10;
i += 4;
break;
case TYPE_OCCUPANCY: //Body occupancy
obj.occupancy = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_WATERLEAK: //Water leak
(continues on next page)
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obj.waterleak = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
break;
case TYPE_GRIDEYE: //Grideye data
var ref = data[i + 1];
i++;
obj.grideye = [];
for (var j = 0; j < 64; j++) {
obj.grideye[j] = ref + data[1 + i + j] / 10.0;
}
i += 64;
break;
case TYPE_PRESSURE: //External Pressure
var temp =
(data[i + 1] << 24) | (data[i + 2] << 16) | (data[i + 3] << 8) | data[i + 4];
obj.pressure = temp / 1000;
i += 4;
break;
case TYPE_SOUND: //Sound
obj.soundPeak = data[i + 1];
obj.soundAvg = data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_PULSE2: //Pulse 2
obj.pulse2 = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_PULSE2_ABS: //Pulse input 2 absolute value
obj.pulseAbs2 =
(data[i + 1] << 24) | (data[i + 2] << 16) | (data[i + 3] << 8) | data[i + 4];
i += 4;
break;
case TYPE_ANALOG2: //Analog input 2
obj.analog2 = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_EXT_TEMP2: //External temp 2
var temp = (data[i + 1] << 8) | data[i + 2];
temp = bin16dec(temp);
if (typeof obj.externalTemperature2 === "number") {
obj.externalTemperature2 = [obj.externalTemperature2];
}
if (typeof obj.externalTemperature2 === "object") {
obj.externalTemperature2.push(temp / 10);
} else {
obj.externalTemperature2 = temp / 10;
}
i += 2;
break;
case TYPE_EXT_DIGITAL2: //Digital input 2
obj.digital2 = data[i + 1];
i += 1;
(continues on next page)
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break;
case TYPE_EXT_ANALOG_UV: //Load cell analog uV
obj.analogUv =
(data[i + 1] << 24) | (data[i + 2] << 16) | (data[i + 3] << 8) | data[i + 4];
i += 4;
break;
default:
//somthing is wrong with data
i = data.length;
break;
}
}
return obj;
}
function decode(payload, metadata) {
let res = {};
res.decoded = DecodeElsysPayload(base64ToBytes(payload.data));
return res;
}
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MULTICAST

This chapter describes the multicast-groups.

12.1 What can multicast-groups do?
Multicast-groups make it possible to send a single downlink payload to a group of devices.
A multicast-group consist of some different properties like multicast-address, session-keys and frame counter. All these
properties makes it possible to send only one downlink payload to a group of devices instead of sending many downlink
payloads to devices one by one.
Multicast-groups does not support Class-A devices, and at this moment, multicast-groups only supports LoRaWAN
devices.

12.2 Creation in OS2IoT
If you want to make a multicast-group in OS2IoT you have to go into a specific application and then create the multicastgroup from there.
You have to fill out all the required forms, and in the end you can add some devices. It’s required that the devices
share the same service profile, which is set when you create a LoRaWAN device. The multicast-address has to be an
8-character hexadecimal (hex) value, and the network and application session key has to be a 32-character hex value.
If these requirements are not met, then the multicast-group will not be created.
When you have added the devices that have the same service profile, and have filled out the other forms, then a multicastgroup will be created in the database and in Chirpstack.
This sequence diagram describes the flow from the user to the Chirpstack Application Server:
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12.3 Sending downlink payload
When the multicast-group is created it’s possible to send a downlink payload to the group of devices. This is done by
navigating to the details page of the multicast-group, and from here you have to choose a specific port and a payload
that you wish to send to the devices in the Multicast-group.
The downlink payload is sent using Chirpstack which also has the multicast-group with the devices from OS2IoT.

12.4 Explanation of properties
A very short explanation of some of the properties that needs to be fulfilled when creating a multicast-group:
Multicast address: An address that defines the multicast-group. Has to be an 8-character hex value.
Application Session Key: An application session key used to encrypt the payloads that are send to the multicast-group.
Has to be a 32-character hex value.
Network Session Key: A network session key is used to compute the message integrity check field of the packets sent
to the group. Has to be a 32-character hex value.
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IOT DATA MANAGEMENT

This chapter describes how data is ingested into OS2iot, how it is processed, and how it is sent to data target.
The following sequence diagram illustrates how data is processed when it is received.

13.1 Data ingestion
OS2iot supports three types of devices:
1. LoRaWAN devices (using Chirpstack)
2. SigFox devices
3. Generic HTTP devices
OS2iot ingests data for each of these device types in a slightly different way:
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13.1.1 LoRaWAN devices
OS2iot connects to LoRaWAN devices using Chirpstack, similarly the data from these are ingested through Chirpstack.
In the class: ChirpstackMQTTListenerService in OS2IoT-backend, a MQTT listener is setup to listen to the MQTT
broker in chirpstack. It listens to the device data event topic using the pattern: application/+/device/+/event/up.
When a message is received, it is parsed into the DTO: ChirpstackMQTTMessageDto, if the device EUI is registered
in OS2iot, then the message is further processed, otherwise it is discarded.

13.1.2 SigFox devices
When a SigFox device is created in OS2iot, the device type of it in the SigFox backend is updated to include a bi-directional callback to the backend at the endpoint: /api/v1/sigfox-callback/data/bidir?
apiKey={deviceTypeId}. Furthermore the body is set to:
{
"time": {time},
"deviceTypeId": "{deviceTypeId}",
"deviceId": "{device}",
"data": "{data}",
"seqNumber": {seqNumber},
"ack": {ack}
}
When the callback is called, the deviceTypeId is validated to be one that matches what OS2iot knows exists. The
deviceId of the body is validated to exist in OS2iot, if it does, then the message is further processed, and the callback
is responded with 204 No Content. Note: If the value of ack is true, then the device is ready for a downlink message,
then OS2iot will see if it has a message queued for the device, and if it does, remove it from the queue and send it back
with status 200 OK.

13.1.3 Generic HTTP devices
OS2iot supports generic HTTP(S) devices, that means that each device of this type gets an API-key at
the time of creation, and can send their data using that key, both for identification and authorization.
The endpoint /api/v1/receive-data?apiKey=<guid> is used for this, where <guid> is a GUID like:
2704e33f-b678-4d3a-a3b9-b36454cabf22. If the API-key is valid and corresponds to a device in OS2iot, then the
response will be 204 No Content, and the message is further processed. If the API-key is unknown, then the resposne
will be 403 Bad Request with the message: MESSAGE.DEVICE-DOES-NOT-EXIST

13.2 Payload transformation and storage
Once that data is ingested from one of the sources described above, it can be transformed before being sent to its
intended target(s). Two examples of payload decoders are shown here as well as an introduction to how they work in
OS2iot.
At the same time as payload transformation, the latest message payload is saved, and the metadata (timestamp and
signal) is saved for the last 20 messages. This is done for debugging purposes, such that you can test payload decoders
on actual and up-to date data.
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13.3 Sending to data-targets
Once the data is transformed/decoded, it can be sent to the intended data-targets. OS2iot currently supports HTTP
push, FIWARE and MQTT as data-targets. It can be extended with other kinds of data-targets, e.g. PostgreSQL, etc.
The data-targets are configured as part of an application, and therefore can only include data from the IoT-Devices in
said application. For each IoT-Device, it is up to the user to select an appropriate payload decoder, to translate the raw
payload to JSON.
At the time of writing, there is no retry mechanism in OS2iot over HTTP(s). It uses a “fire-and-forget” / “at most once
delivery” pattern.
For more info on the different data-target options, look here

13.3. Sending to data-targets
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FOURTEEN

DOWNLINK HELPERS

These javascript samples can help compute valid downlinks for Elsys ERS and Sensit 3.0.
Note, the Elsys code requires to be run in node.js due to useing Buffers.

14.1 Elsys (LORAWAN)
// raw: 3E0A14000000461700000002 from https://www.elsys.se/en/downlink-generator/
let raw = "3E0A14000000461700000002";
let asd = "3E051400000045";
// Convert hex to base64 bytes
var base64String = Buffer.from(raw, "hex").toString("base64");
console.log(base64String); // PgoUAAAAQRcAAAAD

/*
Procedure:
1. Scan Elsys med app for at få info
2. Lav ønsket payload
3. Insæt: confirmed, port 6 (eller andet hvis konfigureret til det i elsys app)
4. enqueue downlink
5. vent på at den modtager downlink og confirmer (den vil joine igen)
*/

14.2 Sensit 3.0 (SigFox)
// Byte 0: 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
let b0 = 0x0;
// Byte 1: 00 01 1110
let b1 = 0x1e;
// Byte 2: 00 01 1001
let b2 = 0x19;
(continues on next page)
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// Byte 3: 0000 0010
let b3 = 0x02;
// Byte 4: 0 0000010
let b4 = 0x80 | 0x0f;
// Byte 5
let b5 = 0x10;
// Byte 6
let b6 = 0x10 | 0x02;
let b7 = 0x70 | 0x2;
let res = [b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7];
console.log(res.map(x => x.toString(16).padStart(2, "0")).join(""));
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FIFTEEN

KOMBIT ADGANGSSTYRING

OS2IoT supports authentification using “KOMBIT Adgangsstyring”. This is a OIOSAML based solution, this is implemented in OS2IoT using the passport-saml library.

15.1 Configuration
In order to use KOMBIT adgangsstyring in your OS2IoT installation, it is required that you do some configuration.

15.1.1 Prerequisites:
1. A service agreement with KOMBIT, and access to “serviceplatformen”, or another way of configuring an “Itsystem”.
2. A NemID FOCES or VOCES (FOCES is preferred) for production use (Issued by: TRUST2408 OCES CA). If
the OS2IoT installation is a TEST system, and the test environment for KOMBIT adgangsstyring is being used,
then a FOCES/VOCES for the NemID integration environment is sufficent (Issued by: TRUST2408 Systemtest).
3. The public certificate from the KOMBIT IDP. Can be retrieved from
a. KOMBIT Test endpoint: https://adgangsstyring.eksterntest-stoettesystemerne.dk/runtime/saml2/
metadata.idp
b. KOMBIT Prod endpoint: https://adgangsstyring.stoettesystemerne.dk/runtime/saml2/metadata.idp
Once the prerequisites are in order the configuration can begin.

15.1.2 Steps:
1. Extract the private key and certificate from the FOCES/VOCES certificate.
a. Using openssl:
i. Certificate:
openssl pkcs12 -in "my-foces.p12" -clcerts -nokeys -out
os2iot-certificate.cer
ii. Private
key:
openssl pkcs12 -in "my-foces.p12" -nocerts -nodes -out
os2iot-private-key.pem

2. Make a local copy of the SAML EntityDescriptor Metadata file, located in the resources folder of the OS2IoT-backend rep
a. Edit the file with a suiteable text editor, such as: VSCode, SublimeText or notepad++.
b. Replace all instances of {YOUR_BASE_URL} with your actual base url, i.e. test.os2iot.dk.
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c. Replace all instances of {YOUR_PUBLIC_KEY_AS_BASE64} with the base64 encoded part of
the certificate (without newlines), i.e.
<X509Certificate>MIIGJDCCBQygAwIBAgIEXd/
ZTjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBAMQswCQYDVQQGEwJESzESMBAGA1UECgwJVFJVU1QyNDA...=</
X509Certificate>
(Tip: {YOUR_PUBLIC_KEY_AS_BASE64} is the extracted certificate)
3. Create an IT-system in KOMBIT adgangsstrying:
a. Stamdata:
i. Name: A suitable name, i.e. “OS2IoT-Aarhus-Kommune”
ii. E-mail: The e-mail of the operations responsible for hosting.
iii. Type: “Anvendersystem” and “Brugervendt system”
b. Anvendersystem:
i. Upload the “os2iot-certificate.cer” file from earlier. (You might have to remove the bag attributes of the file, using a text editor)
c. Brugervendt system:
i. “Krævet assurance level”: “Niveau 3”
ii. “SAML metadatafiler”: Upload the file created in step two.
iii. Check that the info shown in the pop-up is correct for your certificate.
d. Accept terms and save.
4. Create a pair of brugersystemroller og jobfunktionsroller.

a. In IT-systemer choose the IT-system created above and go to the Brugervendt System tab. Under Brugersystemro
i. Navn: os2iot-adgang-brugersystemrolle
ii. Domæne: os2iot.dk
iii. Rollenavn: adgang
iv. Version: Choose a unique number (If its already in use you will get an error)
v. This must yield the URI: http://os2iot.dk/roles/usersystemrole/adgang/, if another
one is wished then pass the environment variable KOMBIT_ROLE_NAME to the backend (default:
http://os2iot.dk/roles/usersystemrole/adgang/).
vi. Save the IT-system
![image1](https://user-images.githubusercontent.com/58931435/
123416016-56aeea00-d5b6-11eb-90f6-51e052687b75.jpg)
b. Create a Jobfunktionsrolle (or update existing)
i. Navn and Rollenavn is decided by you.
ii. Press “Tilknyt brugersystemrolle” and locate the IT-system and brugersystemrolle created above
and save it.
iii. Save the jobfunktionsrolle.
c. Update your IdP to give the relevant users the jobfunktionsrolle created here.
5. Configure OS2IoT-backend to support KOMBIT adgangsstrying:
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a. You need to add two environment variables to the command running the backend server in your environment.
i. This can be using the .env file, or by setting them in some other manner.
ii. The variable BACKEND_BASEURL must be set to the URL a users browser will access the backend
at, including the protocol, i.e. https://test.os2iot.dk. The domain must be identical to
the value you put into the metadata file above: {YOUR_BASE_URL}. a. An example for .env
could be:
BACKEND_BASEURL="https://test.os2iot.dk"
iii. The variable KOMBIT_CERTIFICATEPRIVATEKEY must be set to the private key from earlier.
Since this file contains newlines, it might be easier to use \n inside a string to set this variable.
b. An example for .env could be:
KOMBIT_CERTIFICATEPRIVATEKEY="-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----\
˓→nMIIEoQIBAFAKEAQEAlgq4JESby9DF7l73hViKZJ1/l9iIjCndQdjXNf0mOe9uMrWJ\
˓→nrDi0few9jFAKEIb0v33UmH20yFe7FiozjRBAgvml+lfZP2DN583evs6rGfHPNQHLb\
˓→nLP2g/2cehFAKE4asddasdsadsadX+hnYVJjnzOYmiPAAK418Tnq6g1tk4upPx9O\
˓→nlHgWWaDMwFAKEuKczbx/ALy9FxDk7x25Mpxqi3pUg35sMy76/JrdlEfuQzdjpaxp5\
˓→n4j29LqjPoFAKElpBJ6DjZotIcV9BL9rjNgZTb4N6jqHUqbyYOGfHAydFnJmeMYRMX\
˓→nViYkxag0WFAKEJ/P5YP9bCA3eYIbwJgyi6srT+wIDAQABAoIBAQCUmz1SvplIPxkr\
˓→nROgHLHC1wFAKEFoX3vSclpq1Rasdasda+7IJa9LF1v6z9VJWSCz9ZBnuIM\
˓→nngoiSY8EyFAKEj8X5LtLkb3CYlNZOQSvTX27xmqsxC2NRSTCt+wi3zpcqzqXXIZiX\
˓→n+asddasdsFAKEsadsdasdasdsadsdas+000hVqfokMxOyQ5ao0VECGXIokw+LSx\
˓→nlFhDvhRaJFAKEKhWL6nXiZC1QKGJdFsSZ+TdIemZoFaur8/C67Ih10AGH2wUnyoqy\
˓→naygdVg4WcFAKE5kDkAEYCpYtrXv0uqjGekSVeplYAaNdz1RXfklu7/k+PwJTv7mje\
˓→n15c5PABhAFAKEAPy80MzPKqm1SElhyRUbMx01yJEp6jouygHKLuoUlQu32ZntkjhY\
˓→nZjPE2+GmYFAKEXcocirmCpPf6MhbTJvvV4hDh4vmiuNjTWpudqK65UByFhzlnBuIZ\
˓→niNIZVHXyWFAKEwkd2fb0A59918LlERArVDYHXmTRVVjEyBgl8yTjIQSiDAoGBAJf6\
˓→nilrugZ8i1FAKEUgj606Ng5LBkW3ADgn9yz9PvpPXD3EiCEpSVKz7PxDa9xKjSrWqZ\
˓→n8EEYq6Z83FAKE7Gna/Ur97NfSPJDUtDbAw9m+9dDryNFqEbUrfxRAffAaq41xGjaY\
˓→nzp5t9wRsTFAKEkqCsDj+CChwSrCxc/TnffY4+AZ0pAoGAeftrz54hmj1LwVc35T72\
˓→ngZ+mySFw0FAKE14pM8F+0vC4lEV0PmLBZy5y0/4j8lTtPjTAPaI/8rU8Ng+SvyRan\
˓→nALz1fsUh8FAKES6dhdcstNkbgSD1InjHyzmy5TiAFYlGLxFAVSfa48yqKX/Dp4kyI\
˓→nM2XqpM6XRFAKEprCashQ9Fp8CgYB8uLBIVYlspnIk6P4cvnNmlcK3e3SKpWa33unt\
˓→nnLI8uoKRwFAKE6Iv33RvCbNPyVAra+//t/CgJ1lk8osayTHQn0eFHcJIhrV1Dvcg8\
˓→nbvlefdFtAFAKEzulYHmD75Xc5+UKw4ZBW9hmMuK/Jfz+lue1rcvWG+k/vjFSH5QAt\
˓→n9nbumQJ/RFAKEUqHciYXc+Q4lUSN3yvY5Ae6m1CvjmTg4Lzuc+0N7lnsp/FLDUg7P\
˓→nLbF7dgOw9FAKE40+sLhxAf8/b86LDVANUlfiN4JMUQYr6xZ1Ts1dCN9wRgZ4cbdU2\
˓→nT5XZL2YlXFAKEW5IcI8RKEYCHsNJIkPlh6LfNyrdAj56x2/w9Ew==\n-----END␣
˓→RSA PRIVATE KEY-----"

iiii. The variable KOMBIT_ENTRYPOINT must be set to the entrypoint of KOMBIT. If unset, it will be set to: ht
c. An example for .env could be:
KOMBIT_ENTRYPOINT="https://adgangsstyring.eksterntest˓→stoettesystemerne.dk/runtime/saml2/issue.idp"

iiiii. The variable KOMBIT_CERTIFICATEPUBLICKEY must be set to the public key of the KOMBIT idp. If unse
d. An example for .env could be:
15.1. Configuration
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KOMBIT_CERTIFICATEPUBLICKEY="MIIGHTCCBQWgAwIBAgIEXgiTCTA[...
˓→]H0QDoU9mHDP17gSZZ"

15.1.3 Test:
To test the functionality, press the “Login med KOMBIT Adgangsstyring” button from the login page (/auth).
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CHAPTER

SIXTEEN

AUDIT LOG

Whenever an action that creates, updates or deletes an entity in OS2iot, it is logged. This is referred to as audit logging,
since it can be used to audit who have performed changes to certain entities.

16.1 Storage of log-files
The OS2iot backend logs to std-out rather than a file. It is up to the operations team to gather these file and persist them
if necessary. This could be in an ELK-stack, Prometheus or similar.

16.2 Reading the audit-logged
The audit log is logged in JSON format like so:
[Nest] 16976
- 2020-12-01 10:50:37
[AuditLog] {"userId":1,"timestamp":"2020-12˓→01T09:50:37.950Z","actionType":"CREATE","type":"Application","id":271,"name":"Demo for␣
˓→audit log","completed":true}
Formatting the JSON part to be more readable yields this:
{
"userId": 1,
"timestamp": "2020-12-01T09:50:37.950Z",
"actionType": "CREATE",
"type": "Application",
"id": 271,
"name": "Demo for audit log",
"completed": true
}
Explaination of each part:
1. userId
a. This is the id of the user who performed the action.
2. timestamp
a. This is the time the action was performed, this is given in zulu time (without timezone).
3. actionType
a. This is the type of action which was performed, can be either CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE.
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4. type
a. This is the type of entity which was changed, for instance Application, User, or IoTDevice.
5. id
a. This is the id of the entity which was changed. This can be null, for instance if it was a CREATE that
failed.
6. name
a. This is the name of the entity if applicable, otherwise it can be null.
7. completed
a. This is a boolean indication if the action was completede or not, in other words if it was successful.
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CHAPTER

SEVENTEEN

TESTING

The section describes how OS2iot is tested.

17.1 Automated testing
The primary method for tested the code is through automated integration-tests (called end-to-end) in which (parts of)
the application and its dependencies are started. Most of the tests involve setting up some data, making one or more
RESTful HTTP requests to the application, and then asserting that the application responded as expected, and that the
state was changed as expected, i.e. if the application was created.
These tests cover close to 90% of all the code in the backend, from nearly 200 tests.

17.1.1 Test execution prerequisites
1. node (>=v12) and npm (>=6.14)
2. docker (>=19.03) and docker-compose (>=1.27)

17.1.2 Running the tests
1. Clone the OS2iot-docker and OS2iot-backend to seperate folders.
a. Start the dependencies using docker-compose from te OS2IoT-docker folder:
i. docker-compose up --force-recreate --build -d chirpstack-network-server
postgresql chirpstack-gateway-bridge chirpstack-application-server
os2iot-outbound-mosquitto mosquitto redis os2iot-inbound-mosquitto
os2iot-kafka os2iot-postgresql os2iot-zookeeper
2. Install dependencies to run test from the OS2IoT-backend folder:
a. npm install
3. Run the tests using NPM:
a. npm run test:e2e
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17.2 Manual testing
In addition to automated tests the solution is also tested manually. There is a large collection of ~122 test-cases to cover
all the acceptance criteria and use cases.
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CHAPTER

EIGHTEEN

EXIT STRATEGY

There are two primary ways of systematically exporting the data from OS2iot:
1. Using the REST API
a. Ideal if you want to import/change it into something else, and OS2iot is still running.
2. Exporting the database
a. If OS2iot is no longer running, the postgres database will contain all the data from the system.

18.1 Export using the REST API
The REST API documentation is available at https://your-backend-hostname.tld/api/v1/docs/#/
After using the login endpoint to get a JWT, use it for the calls.
It is recommended that you use a user with Global Admin privileges to export data.
Depending on the goal of the exit, you want to use different data, but in general the following order to export data is
recommended:
1. Organization
2. Applications
3. Device Model
4. IoTDevices
5. Datatargets
6. Payload decoder
7. IoT-Device, PayloadDecoder and DataTarget Connection
Optionally you can export the internal users and their access groups:
1. User
2. Permission
If you want to export Sigfox data too then:
1. Sigfox Group
2. Sigfox Device Type
3. Sigfox Contract
If you want to export LoRaWAN (Chirpstack) data then:
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1. Gateway
2. Service Profile
3. Device Profile

18.2 Export using the database
A full database dump of the PostgreSQL database will backup most of the data. Sigfox data is stored in their backend;
LoRaWAN gateways, service-profiles, and device-profiles are stored in Chirpstacks PostgreSQL database.
It is recommended to use pg_dump to dump the database: https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/backup-dump.html
I.e. pg_dump -d os2iot -U os2iot -W -h localhost -p 5433 > backup.sql will perform the export on the
docker-compose setup described in the Installation Guide.
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CHAPTER

NINETEEN

CONTRIBUTING TO OS2IOT

Thank you for contributing!
We understand that creating a public IoT standard like this, can only be set in collaboration with as many public technologists, policy makers and interested folk as possible. Thus we appreciate your input, enjoy feedback and welcome
improvements to this project and are very open to collaboration.
We love issues and pull requests from everyone. If you’re not comfortable with GitHub, you can use our community to
give your feedback at https://os2iot.os2.eu

19.1 Problems, suggestions and questions in issues
Please help development by reporting problems, suggesting changes and asking questions. To do this, you can create a
GitHub issue for this project in the GitHub Issues for OS2iot within the relevant folder.
If your input concerns:
• The user interface - select: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-frontend/issues
• The backend - select: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-backend/issues
• Docker - select: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-docker/issues
• The documentation - select: https://github.com/OS2iot/OS2IoT-docs
You don’t need to change any of our code or documentation to be a contributor!

19.2 Security policy
For any security related issues, please do not open a public GitHub issue. Instead, email them to os2@os2.eu.

19.3 Documentation and code in pull requests
If you want to add to the documentation or code of one of our projects you should make a pull request.
If you never used GitHub, get up to speed with Understanding the GitHub flow or follow one of the great free interactive
courses in the GitHub learning lab on working with GitHub and working with MarkDown, the syntax this project’s
documentation is in.
This project is MPL-2.0, which essentially means that this project, is in the public domain, and any fixes and enhancements to the code of this project must be shared with OS2 and the public domain. However, you are still allowed to
combine the code of this project, with code under other licenses (open or proprietary).
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19.3.1 1. Make your changes
This project uses the GitFlow branching model and workflow. When you’ve forked this repository, please make sure
to create a feature branch following the GitFlow model.
Add your changes in commits with a message that explains them. Document choices or decisions you make in the
commit message, this will enable everyone to be informed of your choices in the future.
If you are adding code, make sure you’ve added and updated the relevant documentation and tests before you submit
your pull request. Make sure to write tests that show the behavior of the newly added or changed code.

19.3.2 2. Pull request
When submitting the pull request, please accompany it with a description of the problem you are trying to solve and
the issue numbers that this pull request fixes.

19.3.3 3. Improve
All contributions have to be reviewed by someone.
It could be that your contribution can be merged immediately by a maintainer. However, usually, a new pull request
needs some improvements before it can be merged. Other contributors (or helper robots) might have feedback. If this
is the case the reviewing maintainer will help you improve your documentation and code.
If your documentation and code have passed human review, it is merged.

19.3.4 4. Celebrate
Your ideas, documentation and code have become an integral part of this project. You are the open source hero we
need!
Please remember to fork the code in any circumstances when using OS2iot and follow OS2’s code of conduct
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